A refrigerant compressor includes a compressor section, a first contact section and a second contact section. The compressor section is accommodated in a closed container for compressing refrigerant gas. The driver drives the compressor section. The first and second contact sections are brought into contact with each other or they slide with each other by driving the compressor section. On the surface of each one of the contact sections, at least one of plural recesses uniformly placed or a mixed layer, to which molybdenum disulfide (MoS₂) is bound, is formed. The foregoing structure allows increasing the abrasion resistance of the first and second contact sections.
Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to refrigerant compressors to be used in refrigerators and air-conditioners, and refrigerating machines using the same refrigerant compressor.

Background Art

[0002] A recent glowing tendency in the global environment protection has urged the industry to develop efficient compressors consuming less fossil fuel.

[0003] Fig. 58 shows a sectional view of a conventional electrical enclosed refrigerant-compressor. Fig. 59 illustrates a supporting structure for the compressor. Closed container (hereinafter referred to simply as "container") 1 pools oil 2 at the bottom, and accommodates motor section 5 having stator 3 and rotor 4, as well as compressor section 6 driven by motor section 5. Compressor unit 7 having motor section 5 and compressor section 6 is resiliently supported by compression spring (hereinafter referred to simply as "spring") 8 in container 1.

[0004] Crankshaft 9 has main shaft 9A, to which rotor 4 is fixed, and eccentric section 9B formed eccentrically with respect to main shaft 9A. Lubricating pump 10 is prepared to crankshaft 9. Main shaft 9A is supported by bearing 23. Cylinder block 11 has compressing room 13 including typically cylindrical bore 12. Piston 14 goes back and forth in bore 12, and is coupled to eccentric section 9B with a sliding mechanism. An end face of bore 12 is sealed by valve plate 15.

[0005] Head 16 forms a high-pressure room. Discharging path 17, which guides compressed refrigerant gas from head 16 to outside container 1, is coupled via pipe 18 to a high pressure side (not shown) of a refrigerating cycle disposed outside container 1. Pipe 18 is made of polymer material of heat resistance, refrigerant resistance, and oil resistance. Pipe 18 prevents discharging path 17 from resonating.

[0006] Holder 20 made of synthetic resin is mounted to a head of each one of bolts 19 which fasten the stator of motor section 5. Another holder 22 made of synthetic resin is mounted to each one of projections 21 provided on the inner wall of container 1. Springs 8 are placed surrounding holders 20 and 22.

[0007] An operation of the foregoing refrigerant compressor is demonstrated hereinafter. Commercial power is supplied to motor section 5 and rotates rotor 4, which spins crankshaft 9, so that eccentric section 9B eccentrically moves to drive piston 14. The reciprocation of piston 14 in bore 12 puts refrigerant gas guided into container 1 into compressor room 13 via a suction valve (not shown). The refrigerant gas is then continuously compressed, and transferred outside container 1 via a discharging valve (not shown), discharging path 17, and pipe 18.

[0008] The rotation of crankshaft 9 prompts lubricating pump 10 to supply oil 2 to respective sliding sections for lubricating the sliding sections, and oil 2 is discharged from a tip of eccentric section 9B into container 1. Oil 2 also works as seal between piston 14 and bore 12.

[0009] Main shaft 9A of crankshaft 9 and bearing 23 form a sliding section with each other as well as piston 14 and bore 12. In the conventional compressor, a first member of the sliding section is made of nitrided iron-based material undergone manganese phosphate process, and a second member thereof is made of aluminum die-cast undergone anodizing. Those techniques are disclosed in, e.g. Japanese Patent Application Non-Examined Publication No. H06-117371.

[0010] However, if the sliding sections are processed by manganese phosphate which has a low hardness, the manganese-phosphate layer tends to wear away when metallic contact occurs on the sliding section at the operation start because oil film does not yet cover the sliding section. Then the motion coefficient becomes higher, and sliding loss possibly increases. A smaller clearance between the sliding sections for decreasing the motion coefficient will produce metallic contact, which wears the manganese-phosphate layer away, so that friction increases or abnormal friction possibly occurs. Further, between piston 14 and bore 12, piston 14 wears much, so that the space in between becomes greater. As a result, compressed refrigerant gas may leak from the space between piston 14 and bore 12, thereby lowering the efficiency.

[0011] On top of that, use of the oil of low viscosity for lowering the viscous resistance will reveal the foregoing problems more expressly.

[0012] Another prior art discloses a compressor of which sliding sections are applied with molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), as solid lubricant on their surfaces. Such a compressor is disclosed, e.g. Japanese Patent Application Non-Examined Publication Nos. H08-121361 and H09-112469.

[0013] MoS2 includes a binder of polyamide-imidic resin (PAI) because it is applied to the sliding sections; however, PAI has a higher friction coefficient than MoS2, so that the sliding loss increases. In the case of using metal such as iron or aluminum as base material of the sliding sections, those metals have binding force to the PAI (binder) weaker than those of ordinal metallic bonds. At the sliding section on which MoS2 is applied, peeling occurs on the interface between the base material and the binder. As a result, MoS2 cannot exert its advantage of increasing abrasion resistance, and yet, an amount of abrasive wear sometimes increases.

[0014] The linear movement of piston 14 excites compressor section 6, and this excitation always causes micro-vibration at spring 8 during the rotation of compressor unit 7. At the operation start or stop, compressor section 6 largely wobbles due to inertia force, and then
spring 8 also wobbles, so that spring 8 contacts holders 20, 22 intermittently, and they scrape against each other. At this time, holders 20, 22 absorb the scraping noise since they are made from synthetic resin. Those techniques about compressors are disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Non-Examined Publication No. H06-81766.

[0015] The foregoing structure, however, needs holders 20, 22 separately because they are made from synthetic resin, so that the number of components and the manufacturing cost increase.

[0016] Since compressor section 6 largely wobbles at the operation start and stop, discharging path 22 also largely wobbles, so that path 22 contacts pipe 23 intermittently, and they scrape against each other. The scraping noise is absorbed by pipe 23 because it is made of polymeric material. However, this material is expensive because of its heat resistance, refrigerant resistance, and oil resistance.

[0017] In the compressor, the valves (not shown) for sucking and discharging the refrigerant gas between compressing room 13 and container 1 operate following the drive of compressor section 6. Then the valve port contacts the valve seat, thereby producing noises.

[0018] As such, the drive of compressor section 6 entails various sections to contact with each other or scrape against each other, so that the abrasive wear lowers the performance or produces noises. For overcoming the foregoing problems, the prior art requires additional components or expensive materials.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0019] The refrigerant compressor of the present invention has a compressor section, a driver, a first contact section and a second contact section. The compressor section is accommodated in a closed container for compressing the refrigerant gas. The driver drives the compressor section. The first and second contact sections contact with each other or slide against each other due to the drive of the compressor section. On the surfaces of the contact sections, at least one of recesses uniformly placed or a mixed layer, to which MoS2 is bound, is formed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0020]

Fig. 1 shows a sectional view of a refrigerant compressor in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows an enlarged view of a sliding section formed by a piston and a bore shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 illustrates a flow of oil when the piston slides along the bore shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows a refrigerating cycle of a refrigerating machine which includes the compressor shown in
Exemplary Embodiment 1

Fig. 1 shows a sectional view of compressor 100 in accordance with a first exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 2 shows an enlarged view
of a sliding section formed by a piston and a bore shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows a flow of oil at the sliding section of the piston and the bore. Fig. 4 shows a refrigerating cycle of a refrigerating machine that includes compressor 100. Fig. 5 shows locked pressures in a state of having fine recesses or no fine recesses. Fig. 6 shows characteristics of friction coefficients depending on the shape and size of the fine recesses. Fig. 7 shows characteristics of amounts of abrasive wear depending on areas of the fine recesses on the surface of the sliding section.

[0023] In Fig. 1 - Fig. 3, closed container (hereinafter referred to as "container") 101 is filled with refrigerant 102 made of isobutane. Container 101 pools oil 103, accommodates motor section 106 having stator 104 and rotor 105 as well as reciprocating compressor section 107 driven by motor section 106. Motor section 106 works as a driver, and if compressor section 107 is disposed in container 101 airtightly, motor section 106 can be prepared outside container 101.

[0024] Next, compressor section 107 is detailed. Crankshaft 108 has main shaft 109, to which rotor 105 is press-fitted, and eccentric section 110 eccentric with respect to main shaft 109. Crankshaft 108 has lubricating pump 111 at its lower end, and pump 111 communicates with oil 103. Cylinder block 112 made from cast iron forms typically cylindrical bore 113 and bearing 114 which rotatably supports main shaft 109.

[0025] Piston 115 reciprocating in bore 113 is made from iron-based material and forms compressing room 116 together with bore 113. Piston 115 is coupled to eccentric section 110 with connecting rod 118 via piston-pin 117. An end face of bore 113 is sealed by valve plate 119.

[0026] Head 120 forms a high-pressure room and is fixed on valve plate 119 at the opposite side to bore 113. Suction tube 121 is fixed to container 101, and coupled to heat-exchanger 60 at the lower pressure side of the refrigerating cycle for guiding refrigerant gas 102 into container 101. Suction muffler 122 is sandwiched by valve plate 119 and head 120, which discharges compressed refrigerant 102 at heat exchanger 70, where refrigerant 102 dissipates the heat. Then refrigerant 102 returns to heat exchanger 60 via expansion valve 80 and collects heat. The refrigerating machine is thus structured.

[0027] Sliding sections are formed between the following elements respectively: main shaft 109 and bearing 114; piston 115 and bore 113; piston pin 117 and connecting rod 118; eccentric section 110 and connecting rod 118. Those elements forming the sliding sections are contact sections that slide against each other due to driving compressor section 107.

[0028] On sliding face 115A of piston 115, fine recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly. Each one of recesses 123 is shaped like a sphere, and preferably has a diameter of 20 - 50 µm, depth of 1 - 10 µm. The area of recesses 123 more preferably accounts for 40 - 80% of the surface area of sliding face 115A. In the case of using iron-based material for the elements discussed above, the sliding faces thereof have preferably undergone martensitic process.

[0029] Recesses 123 can be formed by etching or press-molding the surface. In this embodiment, hard micro-balls having a high hardness such as steel balls or ceramic balls crash to the surface at a speed higher than a given one, thereby forming recesses 123. For instance, in the case of increasing the hardness of the cast iron by work-hardening, ceramic micro-balls or steel micro-balls, having 2 - 50 µm diameter and a hardness higher than that of the subject item, are accelerated and injected from a projector, such that the balls have a speed of 20 sec/min, against the surface of the cast iron. The collision at a high speed against the subject item, as discussed above, provides the surface of the subject item with residual compressing stress, thereby increasing the hardness up to about 600HV in terms of Vickers hardness.

[0030] An operation of compressor 100 thus structured is demonstrated hereinafter.


[0032] The rotation of crankshaft 108 supplies oil 103 from pump 111 to respective sliding sections for lubricating each one of the sliding sections and also for sealing between piston 14 and bore 12.

[0033] When the reciprocation of piston 115 in bore 113 compresses refrigerant gas 102, parts of compressed gas 102 leak into container 101 via a space between piston 115 and bore 113, thereby lowering the volumetric efficiency. However, in this embodiment, the gas leaking to the space between piston 115 and bore 113 reaches recesses 123, so that the volume of the space between piston 115 and bore 113 increases. Recesses 123 therefore work like the labyrinth seal, and the flow speed of the gas leaking lowers sharply. As a result, the volumetric efficiency of compressor 100 increases, and the compression efficiency of compressor 100 increases.

[0034] Next, the measurement of the locked pressure is described with reference to Fig. 5. The contact pressure is measured on the face having the fine recesses and the face having no fine recesses in the following conditions:

- atmospheric pressure in CH₃FCF₃ refrigerant; 0.4 MPa,
- ester oil viscosity; VG8 - VG10 of ISO viscosity-grade, and
sliding speed; 1.0 m/sec

[0035] As Fig. 5 clearly tells, piston 115 having recesses 123 shows a substantially better locked pressure than the piston having no recesses 123. The formation of recesses 123 almost uniformly on the sliding face allows recesses 123 to retain oil 103 supplied. When the space between the sliding sections becomes smaller along the sliding direction, oil 103 is drawn into the smaller space due to the viscosity of oil 103 and the relative movement of the respective sliding sections. This mechanism produces a pressure in oil 103 for supporting a load, so that wedge-shaped oil film is formed. This oil film prevents the metal contact from happening between the sliding sections, so that a higher locked load can be expected.

[0036] The friction coefficient is measured using the shape and size of recesses 123 as parameters in the following condition:

atmospheric pressure in CH₂FCF₃ refrigerant; 0.4 MPa,
ester oil viscosity; VG8 - VG10,
sliding speed; 1.0 m/sec, and
contact pressure ; 0.5 MPa

[0037] The result tells that piston 115 with spherical recesses 123 has the friction coefficient lower than that with angular recesses. Because the spherical recess has a greater volume than the polygonal pyramid which has the same projected area as the spherical recess, so that the oil pressure of the wedge-shaped oil film increases. In other words, as shown in Fig. 3, the spherical recess allows the flowing oil, which produces the oil film when the sliding sections slide with each other, to form a vortex flow with ease in the recess, thereby producing oil pressure which prevents the metal contact.

[0038] The spherical shape allows the space between the sliding sections to stay unchanged regardless of the sliding directions, so that the oil film can be formed uniformly all over the sliding sections. A deviation of the space between piston 115 and bore 113 thus becomes smaller, and refrigerant gas 102 leaks in less amount along the side face of piston 115.

[0039] Further, when recess 123 has a diameter of 20 - 30µm and a depth of 1-5µm, the friction coefficient becomes minimum. If this dimension is somewhat enlarged to a diameter of 20 - 50µm and a depth of 1 - 10µm, the friction coefficient is still lower than that in the case of manganese phosphate process, and the better sliding condition can be expected.

[0040] As the atmospheric pressure lowers, the amount of refrigerant 102 dissolving into oil 103 decreases. Comparing with a recess of 50µm across and a depth of greater than 10µm, the recess having a diameter of 20µm - 50µm and having a depth of 1 - 10µm, i.e. having a smaller volume, invites less decrease of the atmospheric pressure. The pressure of compressed refrigerant gas 102 is thus kept at a high level, so that the amount of decrease of refrigerant solvable into oil 103 can be suppressed. This mechanism reduces foaming phenomenon of the refrigerant in oil 103. Because this foaming phenomenon breaks the oil film formed on the sliding sections and the breakage invites the metal contact, the reduction of foaming thus prevents the metal contact. The rise of friction coefficient is thus prevented.

[0041] The volumes of abrasive wear shown in Fig. 7 also tell the prevention of the friction coefficient from rising. The abrasion volumes are measured in the following conditions:

atmospheric pressure in CH₂FCF₃ refrigerant; 0.4 MPa,
ester oil viscosity; VG8 - VG10,
sliding speed 1.0 m/sec, and
contact pressure 0.5 MPa

[0042] Fig. 7 shows relations between the abrasion volume vs. ratio of the area of a flat area, other than recesses 123 in the surface area of the sliding section. In other words, as the flat area ratio becomes smaller, recesses 123 account for greater area.

[0043] This result proves that the formation of recesses 123 on the surface of sliding sections produces an abrasion amount less than the surface thereof undergone the manganese phosphate process. In the case of a flat area ratio accounting for 52%, an abrasion amount becomes 0 mm³. However, increment of the ratio of the recesses on the sliding surface area increases the abrasion amount. Further study in detail of this matter finds the following result: in the case of a flat area ratio ranging from 20% to 60%, in other words, the recessed area ratio vs. the surface area of the moving parts ranging from 40% to 80%, the abrasion amount falls within less than 0.05 mm³, shown in Fig. 7 with a dotted line, this abrasive amount does not cause any problem in actual use.

[0044] Within such a range, it is thought that a slanting surface section and a flat face section are formed on the sliding section. Recesses 123 form wedge-shaped oil film on the slanting surface section in the sliding direction, and the flat face section is formed in parallel with the sliding face. It is thought that those formations produce a shape and effect similar to those of the taper land bearing, so that the critical load supportable by the oil pressure generated increases. As a result, the metal contacts are reduced.

[0045] In the case of using iron-based material in the sliding section, steel balls or ceramic balls crash to the surface at a speed greater than a -given speed for forming recesses 123 on the surface of the sliding section. This method makes the surface layer of the sliding section martensitic, so that the surface strength increases, and the abrasion progress becomes slower. And the area between sliding sections decreases due to forming
recesses 123, so that the metal contacts are reduced.

In this embodiment, as discussed above, recesses 123 are provided almost uniformly on the sliding face of piston 115. Recesses 123 can be provided on bore 113 or both of piston 115 and bore 113 with a similar advantage.

Next, the sliding section formed by main shaft 109 and bearing 114 is described. Fig. 8 shows an enlarged view of the sliding section formed by main shaft 109 and bearing 114.

Main shaft 109 of crankshaft 108 has recesses 123 on its sliding face 125 almost uniformly.

An operation of compressor 100 structured above is demonstrated hereinafter.

Main shaft 109 of crankshaft 108 having recesses 123 on its sliding face 125 rotates in bearing 114, then lubricating pump 111 supplies oil 103, which includes the refrigerant, to a sliding section between bearing 114 and crankshaft 108. On the other hand, while crankshaft 108 rotates in bearing 114 one turn, the space between main shaft 109 and bearing 114 changes in response to a depth of recesses 123. At this time, oil 103 is drawn into the space between main shaft 109 and bearing 114, thereby forming wedge-shaped oil film.

Since recesses 123 are minutely formed, when oil 103 in which the refrigerant is solved is supplied to recesses 123, the volume changes in recess 123 only a little and the atmospheric pressure lowers a little. Thus the pressure of compressed refrigerant gas 102 can be kept at a high level, so that decrease of a solvable amount of the refrigerant in oil 103 can be suppressed. The foaming phenomenon of the refrigerant in oil 103 is thus suppressed. Because this foaming phenomenon breaks the oil film formed on the sliding sections and the breakage invites the metal contact, the suppression of the foaming phenomenon thus prevents the metal contact, and the rise of friction coefficient is prevented.

At the operation start of compressor 100, the sliding sections are not yet lubricated; however, since oil 103 is pooled in recesses 123, oil 103 always exists between bearing 114 and main shaft 109. As a result, the locked load rises and abnormal abrasion is prevented.

As discussed above, in this embodiment, main shaft 109 of crankshaft 108 has recesses 123 almost uniformly formed on its sliding section. The formation of recesses 123 reduces the slid area, so that the metal contacts are reduced. Recesses 123 can be provided to bearing 114, or to both of main shaft 109 and bearing 114 with a similar advantage.

Next, the sliding section formed by connecting rod 118 and piston-pin 117 is described. Fig. 9 shows an enlarged view of a vicinity of the piston shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 10 shows an enlarged view of the sliding section formed by piston-pin 117 and connecting rod 118.

Piston-pin 117 has recesses 123 almost uniformly on its sliding face 127. The formation of recesses 123 reduces the slid area of the sliding section, so that the metal contacts are reduced.

An operation of compressor 100 structured above is demonstrated hereinafter. Rotary motion of crankshaft 108 is transferred via piston-pin 117 coupled to connecting rod 118, thereby reciprocating piston 115 in bore 113. At this time, rod 118 and piston-pin 117 form rocking motion, and when piston 115 reaches its upper dead center or bottom dead center, the speed of the rocking motion becomes 0 m/sec (zero), and the oil film cannot be formed. At this time, oil 103 is retained in each one of recesses 123 formed on sliding face 127 of piston-pin 117, so that oil 103 always exists between the sliding sections. As a result, the locked load rises and abnormal abrasion is prevented.

As discussed above, in this embodiment, piston-pin 117 has recesses 123 almost uniformly on its sliding face 127. Recesses 123 can be formed on connecting rod 118, or both on pin 117 and rod 118 with a similar advantage.

Next, the sliding section formed on thrust bearing 135 is described. Fig. 11 shows an enlarged view of the vicinity of thrust bearing 135 shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 12 shows an enlarged view of the contact section between thrust section 130 and thrust washer 134.

Thrust section 130 has recesses 123 almost uniformly on its sliding face 130A.

An operation of compressor 100 structured above is demonstrated hereinafter.

Rotor 105 is press-fitted to crankshaft 108 and has flange face 132, and the upper end of bearing 114 forms thrust section 130. Thrust washer 134 is inserted between flange face 132 and thrust section 130, so that flange face 132, thrust section 130 and thrust washer 134 form thrust bearing 135, which bears vertical load of crankshaft 108 and rotor 105 and so on. While compressor 100 is halted, thrust bearing 135 receives the vertical load.

Formation of recesses 123 on sliding face 130A of thrust section 130 allows recesses 123 to retain oil 103 even at the start of operation compressor 100, namely, lubrication is not carried out yet at the start. This oil retention lowers the friction coefficient of the sliding section and reduces the sliding loss when metal contacts occur between thrust section 130 and thrust washer 134. Further, since recesses 123 retain oil 103, the sliding section always has oil 103, so that the locked load rises to prevent abnormal abrasion. The formation of recesses 123 reduces the slid area between the sliding sections, so that the metal contacts are also reduced.

As discussed above, in this embodiment, thrust bearing 135 is formed of flange face 132, thrust section 130 and thrust washer 134, and recesses 123 are formed on sliding face 130A. Flange face 136 working as thrust section 137 also exists between main shaft 109 and eccentric section 110 of crankshaft 198. Flange face 136 and thrust section 139, which confronts flange face 136, of bearing 114 can form a thrust bearing.
In this embodiment, recesses 123 are provided almost uniformly on sliding face 130A of thrust section 130 of bearing 114; however, they can be provided to thrust washer 134, or to both of washer 134 and thrust section 130 with a similar advantage. Recesses 123 can be also provided on a face of rotor 105 contacting the flange face. Recesses 123 can be provided to thrust section 137 of crankshaft 108, or to both of thrust section 137 of crankshaft 108 and thrust section 139 of bearing 114 with a similar advantage.

Next, the relation between a size of recess 123 and a viscosity of oil 103 is described in the case of refrigerant 102 easy-soluble in oil 103. Fig. 13 shows the characteristics of friction coefficients between the sliding face, on which fine recesses are formed almost uniformly, and a manganese phosphate layer. Fig. 14 shows the characteristics of refrigerating capacity of the compressors of which sliding faces are provided with fine recesses almost uniformly or with a manganese phosphate layer. Fig. 15 shows the characteristics of efficiency of the compressors of which sliding faces are provided with fine recesses almost uniformly or with a manganese phosphate layer.

In Fig. 1, container 101 is filled with refrigerant gas 102 made from isobutane, and pools oil 103, made from mineral oil and having a viscosity less than VG10 and not less than VG5, at its bottom. Other structures remain unchanged as previously discussed.

Movements at respective sliding sections formed by the allowing elements are demonstrated hereinafter: main shaft 109 and bearing 114; piston 115 and bore 113; piston-pin 117 and connecting rod 118; eccentric section 110 and connecting rod 118. The case of piston 115 is demonstrated as an example.

At the respective sliding sections, since oil 103 has a viscosity as low as less than VG10 and not less than VG5, contacts between solid bodies tend to occur. Further, since the refrigerant is formed of isobutane, it tends to dissolve into oil 103 formed of mineral oil, so that the viscosity of the oil lowers, which invites the solid contacts more frequently.

However, as shown in Fig. 3, the flow of oil, which generates oil film in sliding of the sliding sections, produces a vertex flow in spherical recess 123 with ease, and thus an oil pressure is generated, which prevents the solid contacts. As a result, the abrasion resistance is improved. The formation of recesses 123 reduces slid area of the sliding sections, so that the metal contacts can be reduced.

On top of that, since recesses 123 are formed by crashing steel balls or ceramic balls having a high hardness to the sliding faces at a speed higher than a certain level, the hardness of the surface increases because of work hardening. Therefore, even if the contacts between solid bodies happen, abnormal abrasion can be prevented, which improves the abrasion resistance.

In particular, in the case of the sliding section formed by piston 115 and bore 113, or piston-pin 117 and connecting rod 118, the relative sliding speed becomes 0 m/sec twice per compressing process. The oil pressure thus becomes 0 (zero), which tends to invite the solid contacts. The technique discussed above is thus substantially effective to the foregoing sliding sections.

Friction coefficients in the cases of a sliding face provided with fine recesses 323 uniformly formed and a sliding face provided with manganese phosphate process are described depending on an oil viscosity. The friction coefficients are measured in the following condition:

- First, discs are prepared, on which the following recesses 123 are almost uniformly provided:
  - (1) diameter; 2 mm - 15 mm, depth; 0.5 μm - 1 μm
  - (2) diameter; 40 mm - 50 mm, depth; 7 μm - 10 μm
  - (3) diameter; 60 mm - 70 mm, depth; 15 μm - 20 μm

Those discs are rotated at a sliding speed of 1.0 m/sec, and a ring-shaped counterpart member is pressed to those discs at contact pressure of 0.5 MPa. Fig. 13 shows the result of such an abrasion test.

This result tells that the friction coefficient rises with the oil having viscosity less than VG10 in the following two cases: providing manganese phosphate process, providing recesses 123 of diameter of 60 mm - 70 mm, depth of 15 μm - 20 μm. On the other hand, the friction coefficient does not rise in the following two cases even the viscosity of oil is lowered to VG8: providing recesses 123 of diameter of 40 mm - 50 mm, depth of 7 μm - 10 μm, providing recesses 123 of diameter of 2 mm - 15 mm, depth of 0.5 μm - 1 μm. The viscosity is further lowered to VG4 to find the friction coefficient rise slightly. The result tells also the coefficient is lower than that of in the case of providing the manganese phosphate process.

In the case of a sliding face having almost uniform recesses 123 of diameter of 40 mm - 50 mm, depth of 7 mm - 10 mm, or recesses 123 of diameter of 2 mm - 15 mm, depth of 0.5 mm - 1 mm, a dynamic pressure between the sliding sections is uniformed, so that the space between the sliding sections becomes constant. Further study in detail of this subject finds that the recesses having an intermediate size between the foregoing two sizes can produce a similar advantage. Volumetric change in recess 123 becomes smaller, so that a pressure at the space between the sliding sections lowers only a little. This pressure is generated when oil 103 including refrigerant 102 is supplied to recesses.
123. This mechanism suppresses foaming phenomenon of oil 103, and a breakage in the oil film is prevented, so that an oil pressure of the oil film increases. The load applied to the solid contacts can be thus reduced, thereby lowering the friction coefficient.

[0074] Figs. 14 and 15 show the results of measuring a change in refrigerating capacity of a reciprocating compressor and a change in coefficient of performance (COP) of the compressor using the oil viscosity as a parameter.

[0075] The changes are measured in the following conditions: recesses 123 of diameter of 2\( \mu \)m - 50\( \mu \)m, depth of 0.5\( \mu \)m - 10\( \mu \)m are uniformly provided to the sliding section of piston 115; isobutane refrigerant, mineral oils of VG5 and VG10 are used; condensation temperature is 54.4\( ^\circ \)C, evaporation temperature is -23.3\( ^\circ \)C; suction gas at a temperature of 32.2\( ^\circ \)C before an expansion valve. Figs. 14 and 15 compare the changes measured in the cases of providing the manganese phosphate process and providing recesses 123.

[0076] Fig. 14 shows that the refrigerating capacity substantially lowers to approx. 11W when the viscosity of oil 103 is lowered from VG10 to VG5 in the compressor using a piston undergone the manganese phosphate process. On the other hand, compressor 100 using a piston with recesses 123 lowers in the refrigerating capacity by as small as only 1W.

[0077] When piston 115 reciprocates in bore 113 and compresses refrigerant gas 102, the viscosity of oil 103 is so low that its sealing property lowers. Refrigerant gas 102 compressed in compressing room 116 thus leaks from the space between piston 115 and bore 113 into container 101, so that the refrigerating capacity tends to lower. However, recesses 123 provided to piston 115 form wedge-shaped oil film, which reduces a leaking amount of the refrigerant gas from the space between piston 115 and bore 113.

[0078] To be more specific, when refrigerant gas 102 leaking from the space between piston 115 and bore 113 reaches recess 123, the volume of the space between piston 115 and bore 113 increases at recess 123. Thus a similar operation to a labyrinth seal happens, so that the flow-speed of leaking gas 102 sharply slows down, which reduces a leakage amount of gas 102. As a result, the decrease in refrigerating capacity of the compressor is suppressed within a substantially small amount.

[0079] In the same manner, Fig. 15 shows that compressor 100 using piston 115 with recesses 123 increases its COP more than that of the compressor using the piston with manganese phosphate process, where the COP indicates an efficiency of a compressor. This is because, as Fig. 14 shows, the decrease in refrigerating capacity of compressor 100 is suppressed within a so small amount that the volumetric efficiency is kept unchanged. As shown in Fig. 13, this is also because the rise of the friction coefficient is extremely smaller than the piston undergone the manganese phosphate process, so that the input is reduced. The decrease of oil viscosity from VG10 to VG5 lowers the viscous resistance. This fact contributes greatly to the decrease of input to the compressor.

[0080] In the foregoing description, the combination of isobutane and mineral oil is taken as an example. However, use of propane, which is also hydrocarbon-based refrigerant, as refrigerant 102, or use of alkybenzene, ester, polyvinylether, polyalkyleneglycol as oil 103, also solves refrigerant 102 into oil 103 to lower the viscosity, and a similar advantage can be expected in the same structure discussed above.

[0081] In the foregoing description, recesses 123 of diameter of 2\( \mu \)m - 50\( \mu \)m, depth of 0.5\( \mu \)m - 10\( \mu \)m are almost uniformly provided to both of the sliding sections; however, recesses 123 can be provided to either one of the sliding sections with a similar advantage.

[0082] In the foregoing description, the case where fine recesses 123 are formed on piston 115 is discussed; however, a similar advantage can be obtained in other sliding sections in the same manner.

[0083] The oil viscosity is preferably ranges from less than VG10 to not less than VG5. This viscosity allows recess 123 to retain oil 103, so that oil 103 is always maintained on the sliding face. In sliding, the space between the sliding sections changes minutely, which generates dynamic pressure therebetween, so that the oil film can be maintained with ease, and a frequency of solid contacts is reduced. At the sealed section, the sealing property is improved, so that the reliability and efficiency are improved.

Exemplary Embodiment 2

[0084] Fig. 16 shows a sectional view of compressor 200 in accordance with a second exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 17 shows a refrigerating cycle of a refrigerating machine which includes compressor 200 shown in Fig. 16. Fig. 18 shows a sectional view taken along line G - G of Fig. 16. Fig. 19 shows an enlarged view of a section contacting between vane 216 and rolling piston (hereinafter referred to simply as piston) 215 shown in Fig. 18. Fig. 20 shows an enlarged view of a section contacting between piston 215 and eccentric section 207 shown in Fig. 18.

[0085] Closed container (hereinafter referred to simply as "container") 101 accommodates motor section 106 formed of stator 104 and rotor 105, rolling-piston compressor section 205 driven by motor section 106, and oil 103. Motor section 106 works as a driver.

[0086] Compressor section 205 has shaft 210, cylinder 212, main-bearing 213, sub-bearing 214, piston 215, and plate-like vane 216. Shaft, 210 has eccentric section 207, main shaft 208 and sub-shaft 209. Cylinder 212 forms compressing room 211. Main bearing 213 and sub-bearing 214 seal both of the end faces of cylinder 212, and rotatably support main shaft 208 and sub-shaft 209 respectively. Piston 215 is loosely fitted in eccentric section 207 and rolls in compressing room 211. Vane
216 is pressed by piston 215, thereby partitioning off compressing room 211 into a high pressure side and a low pressure side. Rotor 105 is fixed to main shaft 208.

[0087] Oil pump 217 fixed to sub-bearing 214 communicates with oil 103, and supplies oil 103 to respective sliding sections formed by the following elements: eccentric section 207 and piston 215; main shaft 208 and main bearing 213; sub-shaft 209 and sub-bearing 214. The foregoing elements that form the sliding sections are contact sections sliding against each other due to the driving of compressor section 200.

[0088] As shown in Figs. 19 and 20, fine recesses (hereinafter referred to simply as recesses) 123 are formed almost uniformly on sliding face 218 of piston 215 and sliding face 219 of eccentric section 207. Although it is not shown in the drawings, recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on a sliding face of main shaft 208 and a sliding face of sub-shaft 209. Recesses 123 are preferably shaped spherical similar to those in the first embodiment, and the size of recess 123 is preferably of diameter of 20µm - 50µm and depth of 1µm - 10µm. Further, the recesses preferably account for 40 - 80% of the surface area of the each sliding face. In the case of using iron-based material, the surface of the sliding section preferably undergoes martensitic process.

[0089] An operation of compressor 200 structured above is demonstrated hereinafter.

[0090] The rotation of rotor 105 accompanies the spin of shaft 210, and piston 215 loosely fitted in eccentric section 207 rolls in compressing room 211. Then respective volumes of the high pressure side and the low pressure side in compressing room 211 partitioned off by vane 216 change continuously. The refrigerant gas is thus continuously compressed. The compressed gas is discharged into container 101 and sent to heat exchanger 70 via discharging path 220, then dissipates the heat to the outside and returns to heat exchanger 60 via expansion valve 80, and collects heat from the outside. The refrigerating machine thus works.

As formula (1) tells, Sommerfeld constant S is found by

\[ S = \frac{\mu \times N/P \times (R/C)^2}{N/P} \]  

where \( N \) is speed, \( R \) is radius of the bearing, \( C \) is clearance (space) between piston 215 and eccentric section 207 in radius, \( \mu \) is viscosity of the oil, and \( P \) is contact pressure.

[0091] As discussed above, container 101 has high-pressure atmosphere therein. The high-pressure in container 101 works as back pressure to vane 216, so that the ambient pressure in container 101 urge the tip of vane 216 against the outer surface of piston 215. At the section where the tip of vane 216 is urged against the outer surface of piston 215, the contact is produced by the arc of vane 216 and the arc of piston 215, i.e. line contact is produced, so that metal contact happens frequently.

[0092] Recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on the outer surface of piston 215, so that the sliding area is reduced, and the metal contact decreases. Recesses 123 retain oil 103, so that the sliding section always maintains oil 103. The locked load is thus increased, and abnormal abrasion can be prevented. Recesses 123 can be formed on vane 216 instead of on the outer surface of piston 215, or they can be formed on both of outer surface of piston 215 and vane 216 with a similar advantage.

[0093] The spin of shaft 210 accompanies the supply of oil 103 from oil pump 217 to respective sliding sections. Recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on sliding section 219 of eccentric section 207, sliding sections of main shaft 208 and sub-shaft 209. Oil 103 is thus drawn into the spaces between respective sliding sections formed by eccentric section 207 and piston 215, main shaft 208 and main bearing 213, and sub-shaft 209 and sub-bearing 214, so that wedge-shaped oil film is formed there.

[0094] In compressor 200 using a rolling piston, piston 215 is loosely and rotatably fitted in eccentric section 207. The relative speed of piston 215 vs. eccentric section 207 is smaller than that of main shaft 208 vs. main bearing 215, and sub-shaft 209 vs. sub-bearing 214. Sommerfeld constant S, which indicates the characteristics of journal bearing and found from formula (1), thus becomes smaller, which is disadvantageous to lubricating the sliding sections.

As formula (1) tells, Sommerfeld constant S is found by

\[ S = \frac{\mu \times N/P \times (R/C)^2}{N/P} \]  

Further in the compressor using the rolling piston, container 101 has a condensation pressure therein, so that the internal pressure is high, and oil 103 dissolves into the refrigerant with ease. The viscosity of the oil thus lowers, and Sommerfeld constant S becomes smaller, which is disadvantageous to lubricating the sliding sections.

[0097] However, since recesses 123 are minutely formed, when oil 103 in which the refrigerant dissolves is supplied into recesses 123, the volume of oil 103 changes only a little. In other words, the compressed refrigerant gas keeps its pressure high. Thus a decrease of a soluble amount of refrigerant into the oil is suppressed, and a foaming phenomenon of the refrigerant in the oil decreases, so that the foaming phenomenon of refrigerant in the oil is suppressed. Because the foaming phenomenon invites breakage of the oil film, the decrease of the foaming will prevent the metal contact, and prevents the friction coefficient from rising.

[0098] Recesses 123 are almost uniformly to the sliding faces of eccentric section 207, main shaft 208, and sub-bearing 209. Recesses 123 can be provided to the inner surface of piston 215, main bearing 213, and sub-
bearing 214, or to both of eccentric section 207 and the inner surface of piston 215, both of main shaft 208 and main bearing 213, and both of sub-shaft 209 and sub-bearing 214. Those modifications can obtain a similar advantage to what is discussed previously.

**Exemplary Embodiment 3**

[0103] The compressor in accordance with the present exemplary embodiment has basically a similar structure to that shown in Fig. 1 described in the first embodiment. The structure here differs from the first one in respective sliding sections formed by the following elements: main shaft 109 and bearing 114; piston 115 and bore 113; piston-pin 117 and connecting rod 118; eccentric section 110 and connecting rod 118. The elements forming the sliding sections are contact sections that contact with each other by driving compressor section 107.

[0104] Figs. 21A, B show enlarged views of the sliding section formed by piston 115 and bore 113. In Fig. 21A, mixed layer 323, to which molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is bound, is formed on sliding face 324, which is the surface of iron-based material, i.e. base material of piston 115. Purity of MoS2 is preferably not lower than 98%, and as shown in Fig. 21B, fine recesses 123 are preferably formed almost uniformly on sliding face 324. Further the surface of each one of recesses 123 preferably shapes like a sphere, and the recess preferably has a diameter of 2 - 20µm, and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0µm.

[0105] A method of forming MoS2 on sliding face 324 as shown in Fig. 21A is demonstrated hereinafter. Thermosetting resin such as imido group is used as a binder, and this binder is solved into solvent such as dimethylacetamide, then particles of MoS2 are put into this solution. Then the resultant solution is applied to sliding face 324, and it is baked at several hundreds °C.

[0106] Next, a method of forming mixed layer 323 to which MoS2 is bound as shown in Fig. 21B is demonstrated. Particles of MoS2 are crashed to the sliding face at a speed greater than a certain level, which face is made from metal such as iron-based or aluminum-based material which is base material of the sliding section. This method allows parts of MoS2 to dissolve into the base material and form metallic bond due to the heat energy generated in crashing. This metallic bond allows mixed layer 323 to form on the base material, and the impact in crashing forms recesses 123.

[0107] An operation of compressor 100 structured above is demonstrated hereinafter with reference to Fig. 1, Figs. 21A and 21B.

[0108] Commercial power is supplied to motor section 106, thereby spinning rotor 105 of motor section 106. Rotor 105 rotates crankshaft 108, and eccentric movement of eccentric section 110 drives piston 115 via connecting rod 118 of the coupling section and piston-pin 117. Piston 115 thus reciprocates in bore 113. Refrigerant gas 102 guided through suction tube 121 into container 101 is sucked from suction muffler 122 and compressed continuously in compressing room 116.

[0109] In this case, when piston 115 reaches its top dead center or bottom dead center, the speed becomes 0 m/sec, and metal contacts happen frequently. However, the formation of mixed layer 323, to which MoS2 is bound, on the surface of piston 115 allows MoS2 to exert its self lubricating function, so that the friction coefficient lowers and the abrasion loss decreases.

[0110] According to the structure shown in Fig. 21B, recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on mixed layer 323 of sliding face 324 of piston 115. This structure allows producing a similar advantage to that of the first embodiment. To be more specific, the formation of recesses 123 reduces the slid area between the sliding sections, so that the metal contacts are reduced. When leakage gas from the space between piston 115 and bore 113 reaches recesses 123 on piston 115, the volume of the space between piston 115 and bore 113 increases at each one of recesses 123. Thus a similar operation to a labyrinth seal happens, so that the flow speed of the leakage gas sharply slows down, which reduces a leakage amount of the gas. As a result, the volumetric efficiency of the compressor increases, so that
the compression efficiency increases.

[0111] Fig. 22 shows a flow of the oil in sliding of this embodiment. The spherical shape of recess 123 allows the flow of oil 103, which produces oil film at the sliding, to form a vertex flow with ease in the recesses. The vertex flow contributes to generating oil pressure, which prevents the metal contacts, so that the abrasion resistance increases. The spherical shape allows the space between the sliding sections to stay unchanged regardless of a sliding direction, so that the oil film can be formed uniformly overall the sliding sections. A deviation of the space between piston 115 and bore 113 becomes smaller, and thus refrigerant gas 102 leaks in less amount along the side face of piston 115.

[0112] Next, results of measurement of friction coefficients are described referring to Fig. 23 of the characteristics of the friction coefficient. Friction coefficients are measured in the following cases:

- a sliding face provided with mixed layer 323 in which MoS₂ is bound to the iron-based material, and a sliding face without mixed layer;
- a sliding face further provided with fine recesses 123 uniformly formed, and a sliding face provided without recesses 123;

The friction coefficients are measured in the following condition:

- atmospheric pressure in CH₂FCF₃ refrigerant; 0.4 MPa,
- ester oil viscosity; VG8 - VG10,
- sliding speed; 1.0m/sec, and
- contact pressure ; 0.5 MPa.

[0113] The result tells that the presence of mixed layer 323, in which MoS₂ is bound to the iron-based material, lowers the friction coefficient comparing with the case of using the sliding face undergone the manganese phosphate process. The structure of MoS₂, which forms mixed layer 323, is dense hexagonal system, and the size of its molecule is as small as approx. 6 × 10⁻⁴μm. Therefore, when this structure touches the counterpart such as iron-based material or aluminum-based material, the structure is cleaved at a low friction coefficient, so that the friction coefficient at the sliding sections, where the metal contact happens, is lowered. The friction coefficient of the impurities such as polyamide-imidic resin (PAI) used as binder is higher than that of MoS₂, so that the purity of MoS₂ is preferably set at not lower than 98%.

[0114] The formation of spherical recesses 123, having a diameter of 2 - 20μm and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0μm, on mixed layer 323, in which MoS₂ is bound to iron-based material, further lowers the friction coefficient. Because the formation of recesses 123 increases the oil pressure of the wedge-shaped oil film, the load applied to the metal contacting section is reduced, and the friction coefficient lowers.

[0115] An amount of abrasive wear is measured when spherical recesses 123 having a diameter of 2 - 20μm and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0μm are formed on mixed layer 323 in which MoS₂ is bound to the iron-based material. Fig. 24 shows the characteristics of the amount of abrasive wear in the following two cases: a sliding face provided with mixed layer 323 on which recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly; a sliding face without mixed layer and undergone manganese phosphate process. The amounts are measured in the following conditions:

- atmospheric pressure in CH₂FCF₃ refrigerant; 0.4 MPa,
- ester oil viscosity; VG8 - VG10;
- sliding speed; 1.0m/sec, and
- contact pressure; 0.5 MPa
- time of test; 20 hours

The result tells that mixed layer with recesses 123 produces less amount of abrasive wear than manganese phosphate process does. Because the formation of recesses 123 reduces the slid area between the sliding sections, the metal contacts are reduced. The oil pressure of the wedge-shaped oil film is increased, so that the load applied to the metal contacting section is lowered. Further, the method of crashing the particles of MoS₂ to the surface of iron-based material forms mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, and recesses 123 simultaneously. Thus MoS₂ enters into the base material and parts of MoS₂ form intermetallic compound, thereby further increasing the abrasion resistance.

[0116] In this embodiment, mixed layer 323 to which MoS₂ is bound is provided to sliding face 324 of piston 115, and on top of that, recesses 123 having a diameter of 2 - 20μm and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0μm are formed almost uniformly. Such mixed layer 323 can be provided to bore 113, or to both of piston 115 and bore 113 with a similar advantage.

[0117] Next, the sliding section formed by main shaft 109 and bearing 114 is described. Figs. 25A, B show enlarged views of the sliding section formed by main shaft 109 and bearing 114.

[0118] Main shaft 109 of crankshaft 108 is made from mainly iron-based material, and MoS₂ is input in this base material, so that mixed layer 323, in which MoS₂ is bound to metal material, is formed. More preferable state of mixed layer 323 is previously discussed. Fig. 25B shows the case where recesses 123 are formed on sliding face 328, i.e. the surface of mixed layer 323.

[0119] The formation of mixed layer 323 lowers the friction coefficient of the sliding section, so that even if metal contacts happen between bearing 114 and crankshaft 108 when the compressor starts operating, losses due to the sliding can be reduced. Meanwhile at the operation start, no lubrication is done to the sliding sections yet.

[0120] On top of that, the formation of recesses 123
almost uniformly on mixed layer 323 obtains a similar advantage to that of the first embodiment.

[0121] In this embodiment, mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, is provided to main shaft 109. Further, recesses 123 having a diameter of 2 - 20µm and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0µm are formed almost uniformly on mixed layer 323. Mixed layer 323 can be provided to bearing 134, or to both of main shaft 109 and bearing 114 with a similar advantage.

[0122] Next, the sliding section formed by connecting rod 118 and piston-pin 117 is described hereinafter. Figs. 26A, B show enlarged views of the sliding section formed by connecting rod 118 and piston-pin 117.

[0123] Mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, is formed on sliding face 331 of piston-pin 117. More preferable state of mixed layer 323 is previously discussed. Fig. 26B shows the case where recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323.

[0124] Connecting rod 118 and piston pin 117 move at speed 0 m/sec when piston 115 reaches its top dead center or bottom dead center, and the oil film cannot be formed, so that metal contacts happen. In such a case, the formation of mixed layer 323 lowers the friction coefficient of the sliding sections, and the loss due to the sliding can be reduced.

[0125] On top of that, the formation of recesses 123 almost uniformly on mixed layer 323 obtains a similar advantage to that of the first embodiment.

[0126] In this embodiment, mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, is provided to sliding face 331 of piston 117. Further, recesses 123 having a diameter of 2 - 20µm and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0µm are formed almost uniformly on mixed layer 323. Mixed layer 323 can be provided to connecting rod 118, or to both of piston-pin 117 and connecting rod 118 with a similar advantage.

[0127] Next, the sliding section formed at thrust bearing 135 is described. Figs. 27A, B show enlarged views of a section where thrust section 130 contacts thrust washer 134.

[0128] Mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, is formed on sliding face 335 of thrust section 130. More preferable state of mixed layer 323 is previously discussed. Fig. 27B shows the case where recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323. More preferably state of recesses 123 is previously discussed.

[0129] While the compressor is halted, vertical load is applied to thrust bearing 135, and yet, the lubrication is not done yet to the sliding sections and metal contacts happen between thrust section 130 and thrust washer 134 at starting the operation of the compressor. Even in such a case, the formation of mixed layer 323 will lower the friction coefficient, so that the loss due to the sliding can be reduced.

[0130] On top of that, the formation of recesses 123 almost uniformly on mixed layer 323 obtains a similar advantage to that of the first embodiment.

[0131] In this embodiment, mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, is provided to sliding face 335 of thrust section 130 of bearing 114. Further, recesses 123 having a diameter of 2 - 20µm and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0µm are formed almost uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323. Mixed layer 323 can be provided to thrust washer 134, or to both of thrust section 130 and thrust washer 134 with a similar advantage.

[0132] In this embodiment, thrust bearing 135 is formed by flange-face 132, thrust section 130, and thrust washer 134. Mixed layer 323 is formed on sliding face 335. Flange face 136 also exists between main shaft 109 of crankshaft 108 and eccentric section 110. The thrust bearing can be formed by flange face 136 and thrust section 139, which confronts flange face 136, of bearing 114. In this case, mixed layer 323 is provided to thrust section 137. In the case of forming the thrust bearing as discussed above, a similar advantage to what is discussed previously is obtainable.

[0133] Mixed layer 323 can be provided to thrust washer 134, or to both of thrust washer 134 and thrust section 130 with a similar advantage. Mixed layer 323 also can be provided to thrust washer 134 at its face contacting the flange face of rotor 105. Mixed layer 323 can be provided to flange face of rotor 105. Mixed layer 323 can be provided to thrust section 137 of crankshaft 108, or to both of thrust section 137 of crankshaft 108 and thrust section 139 of bearing 114 with a similar advantage.

[0134] Use of isobutane or propane, which are hydrocarbon-based refrigerant, as refrigerant 102, or use of mineral oil, alkylbenzene, ester, polyvinylether, polyalkyleneglycol as oil 103, also solves refrigerant 102 into container 101 driven by motor section 106 having stator 104 and rotor 105 as well as reciprocating compressor section 107 driven by motor section 106.

[0135] Fig. 28 shows the characteristics of friction coefficients in the following two cases: one case where fine recesses 123 are formed on mixed layer 323 to which MoS₂ is bound; the other case where a manganese phosphate layer is formed. Fig. 29 shows the characteristics of refrigerating capacity of two compressors including the piston and bore having the structures discussed above, namely, one compressor with mixed layer 323, and the other compressor with the manganese phosphate layer. Fig. 30 shows the coefficients of efficiency of the foregoing two compressors.
sections are the contact sections that contact each other by driving compressor section 107.

[0138] On the surface of the foregoing sliding sections of which base material is iron-based material, mixed layer 323 to which MoS₂ is bound is formed. On top of that, recesses 123 having a diameter of 2 - 50µm and a depth of 0.5 - 10µm are formed almost uniformly.

[0139] At the respective sliding sections, since oil 103 has a viscosity as low as less than VG10 and not less than VG1, solid contacts between the sliding components tend to occur. Further, since the refrigerant is formed of isobutane, it tends to dissolve into oil 103, so that the viscosity of oil 103 lowers, which invites the solid contacts more frequently. In the case of the sliding sections formed by piston 115 and bore 113, or by piston-pin 117 and connecting rod 118, the relative sliding speed becomes 0 m/sec twice per compressing process. The oil pressure thus becomes 0 (zero), which invites the solid contacts.

[0140] However, since piston 115 has mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, on its surface layer, the solid lubricating function of MoS₂ works, so that abnormal abrasion is prevented, and the friction coefficient lowers and the loss due to the sliding can be reduced.

[0141] Further, as shown in Fig. 22, the flow of oil, which generates oil film in sliding, produces a vertex flow in recess 123 with ease, and thus an oil pressure is generated, which prevents the solid contacts and improves the abrasion resistance.

[0142] A friction coefficient in response to the changes of viscosity of oil 103 is described with reference to Fig. 28. The friction coefficient is measured in the following conditions:

- atmospheric pressure in CH₂FCF₃ refrigerant; 0.4 MPa,
- ester oil viscosity; VG4 - VG22,
- ethanol as an oil having a viscosity corresponding to VG1,
- sliding speed; 1.0 m/sec, and
- contact pressure; 0.5 MPa.

[0143] The result tells that the sliding section with only the manganese phosphate process increases its friction coefficient at the oil viscosity lower than VG10. On the other hand, the sliding section with mixed layer 323 having recesses 123 shows no increase in the friction coefficient at the oil viscosity lowered to as low as VG1, which is lower than the case of the manganese phosphate process.

[0144] Figs. 29 and 30 show the results of measuring a change in refrigerating capacity of a reciprocating compressor and a change in coefficient of performance (COP) of the compressor using the oil viscosity as a parameter. Piston 115 made from iron-based material has mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, on its sliding face, and mixed layer has recesses 123 of diameter of 2µm - 50µm, depth of 0.5µm - 10µm uniformly formed.

The changes are measured in the following conditions: isobutane refrigerant and mineral oils of VG5 and VG10 are used; condensation temperature is 54.4°C, evaporation temperature is -23.3°C; suction gas has a temperature of 32.2°C before an expansion valve.

[0145] In Fig. 29, the compressor having a piston undergone the manganese phosphate process shows a substantial decrease in refrigerating capacity when the viscosity of oil 103 is lowered from VG10 to VG5. On the other hand, the compressor having a piston with mixed layer 323 shows only a little reduction in the refrigerating capacity.

[0146] This fact is seemed to be caused by the effects of recesses 123 as the first embodiment already proves, and mixed layer 323.

[0147] In Fig. 30, the compressor having a piston with mixed layer 323 to which recesses 123 are provided, shows a rise of COP, indicating an efficiency of the compressor, while the compressor having a piston undergone the manganese phosphate process shows a decline of COP. Because the decrease in the refrigerating capacity of the compressor is suppressed at an extremely low level as shown in Fig. 29, so that the volumetric efficiency is maintained. As shown in Fig. 28, the rise of the friction coefficient is extremely smaller than the case of manganese phosphate process, the input can be reduced. A lowering in viscous resistance due to the reduction in oil viscosity from VG10 to VG5 substantially contributes to the reduction in the input to the compressor.

[0148] In the foregoing description, the combination of isobutane and mineral oil is taken as an example. However, use of propane, which is also hydrocarbon-based refrigerant, as refrigerant 102, or use of alkylbenzene, ester, polyvinylether, polyalkyleneglycol as oil 103, also solves refrigerant 102 into oil 103 to lower the viscosity, and a similar advantage can be expected in the same structure discussed above.

[0149] In the foregoing description, mixed layer 323 is prepared to both of the sliding sections contacting each other; however, mixed layer 323 can be provided to either one of the sliding sections with a similar advantage.

[0150] In the foregoing description, the case of preparing mixed layer 323 on piston 115 is demonstrated; however, other sliding sections can obtain a similar advantage in the same manner.

[0151] The viscosity of oil 103 ranges from less than VG10 to not less than VG1, and if the sliding section retains less amount of oil 103, the solid lubrication function proper to MoS₂ in mixed layer 323 formed on the sliding face works to lower the friction coefficient. The loss due to the sliding is thus reduced, and use of oil 103 of low viscosity also reduces the sliding loss.

Exemplary Embodiment 4

[0152] The compressor in accordance with a fourth
exemplary embodiment has basically a similar structure to that shown in Fig. 16 described in the second embodiment. This compressor differs from that of the second embodiment in the sliding sections formed by the following elements: eccentric section 207 and rolling piston (hereinafter referred to simply as piston) 215; main shaft 208 and main bearing 213; sub-shaft 209 and sub-bearing 214. The foregoing elements forming the sliding sections are contact sections that contact with each other by driving compressor section 205.

[F0153] Figs. 31A, B show enlarged views of the sliding section formed by piston 215 and vane 216. Figs. 32A, B shows enlarged views of the sliding section formed by piston 215 and eccentric section 207.

[F0154] On sliding face 419 of piston 215, mixed layer 323 to which molybdenum disulfide (MoS₂) is bound is formed. Mixed layer 323 is also formed on sliding face 419 of eccentric section 207 and the surfaces of sliding sections of main shaft 208 and sub-shaft 209. The purity of MoS₂ is set preferably not lower than 98%, and fine recesses 123 are preferably formed almost uniformly on the sliding faces as shown in Figs. 31B, 32B. Further, each one of recesses 123 preferably has spherical surface and a diameter of 2 - 20μm and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0μm.

[F0155] An operation of compressor 200 structured above is demonstrated hereinafter with reference to Fig. 16, Figs. 31A, B and Figs. 32A, B.

[F0156] Motor section 106, namely, the driver, is powered, which accompanies the rotation of rotor 105, then accompanies the spin of shaft 210, then piston 215 loosely fitted in eccentric section 207 rolls in compressing room 211. Then respective volumes of the high pressure side and the low pressure side in compressing room 211 partitioned off by vane 216 change continuously. The refrigerant gas is thus continuously compressed. The compressed gas is discharged into closed container (hereinafter referred to simply as "container") 101, and makes container 101 high pressure atmosphere. The high-pressure in container 101 works as back pressure to vane 216, so that the ambient pressure in container 101 urges the tip of vane 216 against the outer surface of piston 215. At the section where the tip of vane 216 is urged against the outer surface of piston 215, the contact is produced by the arc of vane 216 and the arc of piston 215, i.e. line contact is produced, so that metal contact happens frequently.

[F0157] In this case, the formation of mixed layer 323 including MoS₂ on the outer surface of piston 215 lowers the friction coefficient of the sliding section, so that the loss due to sliding is reduced. In this embodiment, mixed layer 323 is prepared on the outer surface of piston 215; however, it can be prepared on vane 216, or on both of the outer surface of piston 215 and piston 215 with a similar advantage.

[F0158] The spin of shaft 210 prompts oil pump 217 to lubricate oil 103 to respective sliding sections continuously.

[F0159] Recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on mixed layers 323 of the sliding surfaces of eccentric section 207, main shaft 208 and sub-shaft 209. This structure allows producing a similar advantage to that produced in the second embodiment.

[F0160] As described in the second embodiment, piston 215 is loosely and rotatably fitted in eccentric section 207 in the compressor using a rolling piston. The relative speed of piston 215 vs. eccentric section 207 is smaller than that of main shaft 208 vs. main bearing 215, and that of sub-shaft 209 vs. sub-bearing 214. This status is disadvantageous because metal contacts tend to happen in lubricating the sliding sections. However, mixed layer 323 to which MoS₂ is bound is formed on sliding face 419 of eccentric section 207. When the metal contact happens, since the structure of MoS₂ is dense hexagonal system, and the size of its molecule is as small as approx. 6 × 10^{-4}μm, the structure is cleaved at a low friction coefficient, so that the friction coefficient at the sliding sections, where the metal contact happens, is lowered. As a result, the sliding loss is reduced.

[F0161] In the compressor using the rolling piston, container 101 has a condensation pressure therein, so that the internal pressure is high, and oil 103 dissolves into the refrigerant with ease. The viscosity of oil 103 thus lowers, which is also disadvantageous in lubricating the sliding sections; however, since recesses 123 are formed on the surface of mixed layer 323, a similar advantage to that is produced in the second embodiment can be expected.

[F0162] Mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound, having fine recesses 123 of 2 - 20μm across and 0.2 - 1.0μm deep, is formed on the sliding faces of eccentric -section 207, main shaft 208, sub-shaft 209. Mixed layer 323 can be provided to the inner surface of piston 215, main bearing 213 and sub-bearing 214, or to both of eccentric section 207 and the inner surface of piston 215, main shaft 208 and main bearing 213, sub-shaft 209 and sub-bearing 214. Either structure can produce a similar advantage to what is discussed previously.

[F0163] Use of isobutane or propane, which is hydrocarbon-based refrigerant, as refrigerant 102, or use of alkylbenzene, ester, polyvinylether, polyalkylene glycol as oil 103, solvates refrigerant 102 into oil 103 to lower the viscosity, so that the abrasion resistance decreases, and a similar advantage can be expected in the same structure as discussed above. This phenomenon is detailed below.

[F0164] In Fig. 16, oil 103 enclosed in container 101 is made from mineral oil and has a viscosity less than VG10 and not less than VG55. Refrigerant gas (not shown) is made from isobutane.

[F0165] As it is already discussed, eccentric section 207 and piston 215, main shaft 208 and main bearing 213, and sub-shaft 209 and sub-bearing 214, form the sliding sections respectively. Mixed layer 323 to which MoO₂ is bound is formed on the surface of iron-based material, which is the base material of the sliding sec-
Exemplary Embodiment 5

[0170] The compressor in accordance with the present exemplary embodiment has basically a similar structure to that shown in Fig. 1 described in the first embodiment. This compressor differs from that of the first embodiment in suction valve device 527 provided to valve plate 119 and discharging valve device 534.

[0171] First, the suction valve device is demonstrated. Fig. 33 shows a vertical sectional view of the suction valve device in accordance with this embodiment. Fig. 34 shows a plan view illustrating suction valve port (hereinafter referred to simply as "port") 517. Fig. 35 shows a plan view illustrating suction movable valve (hereinafter referred to simply as "valve") 519 of suction valve device 527.

[0172] Valve plate 119 includes port 517, and forms suction valve device 527 together with valve 519. Fine recesses 123A are formed almost uniformly on the mutual sealing faces of port 517 and sealing section 519A of valve 519. Port 517 and sealing section 519A of valve 519 are contact sections which are brought into contact with each other by driving compressor 107. Fine recesses 123B are formed on arm 519B of valve 519. Recesses 123A, 123B preferably shape in spherical and have a diameter of 2 - 20 \( \mu \text{m} \), a depth of 0.2 - 1.0 \( \mu \text{m} \). The recesses 123A, 123B preferably account for 40 - 80% of the surface area of respective mutual sealing faces.

[0173] A method of forming recesses 123A on port 517 and valve 519 is similar to the method of forming recesses 123 demonstrated in the first embodiment. In the case of using a leaf spring having martensitic surface -structure as port 519, the method similar to the one in the first embodiment can be used.

[0174] An operation of the compressor structured above is demonstrated hereinafter with reference to Fig. 1 and Figs. 33 - 35.

[0175] Commercial power is supplied to motor section 106 as a driver, thereby spinning rotor 105 of motor section 106. Rotor 105 rotates crankshaft 108, and eccentric movement of eccentric section 110 drives piston 115 via connecting rod 118 of the coupling section and piston-pin 117. Piston 115 thus reciprocates in bore 113. Refrigerant gas 102 guided through suction tube 121 into closed container (hereinafter referred to simply as "container") 101 is sucked from suction muffler 122 via suction valve device 527 and compressed continuously in compressing room 116.

[0176] Refrigerant gas 102 sucked from suction valve device 527 includes a small amount of oil 103 in misting state, so that gas 102 supplies oil 103 to the mutual sealing faces of port 517 and valve 519 that form suction valve device 527. Oil 103 supplied works as sealing and lubricating the mutual sealing faces.

[0177] When recesses 123A are formed, the surface structure of port 517 and valve 519 are undergone martensitic process, so that the surface strength is increased. Thus the abrasion resistance and impact resistance are increased. The formation of recesses 123A reduces the area between the contact sections, so that metal contacts are reduced.

[0178] Piston 115 reciprocates in bore 113 and compresses refrigerant gas 102. At this time, parts of compressed gas 102 leak from the sealing face of valve device 527 to suction muffler 122. This leakage lowers the volumetric efficiency. However, according to this embodiment, recesses 123A are formed almost uniformly on seat 517 and sealing section 519A of valve 519 that form suction valve device 527, and oil 103 remains there, which resists compressed refrigerant gas 102 leaking. The spherical shape of recess 123A increases the volume comparing with a polygonal pyramid having the same area projected to the surface, so that an
amount of oil 103 remaining increases. As a result, an amount of leakage of gas 102 decreases, and the volumetric efficiency of the compressor increases, so that the compression efficiency of the compressor increases.

**[0179]** Oil 103 remaining in recesses 123A contributes to increasing the lubrication on the mutual sealing faces of seat 517 and valve 519, so that the abrasion resistance of suction valve device 527 increases. Oil 103 remaining in recesses 123A damps an impact when valve 519 is seated on port 517, so that it lowers the noises of the compressor caused by the impact due to the seating in valve device 527. When recesses 123B are formed on arm 519B, residual stress of compression is applied to make the surface martensitic, so that the surface hardness increases and the impact resistance also increases. As a result, the strength against fatigue fracture increases.

**[0180]** In this embodiment, recesses 123A are provided to both of port 517 and sealing section 519A of valve 519; however, recesses 123A can be provided to either one. Recesses 123B are provided to both faces of arm 519B of valve 519; however, they can be provided to either one face.

**[0181]** Next, the discharging valve device is demonstrated. Fig. 36 shows a vertical sectional view of discharging valve device 534 in accordance with the fifth embodiment. Fig. 37 shows a plan view illustrating discharging valve port (port) 528 of discharging valve device 534. Fig. 38 shows a plan view illustrating a mutual sealing face of discharging movable valve (valve) 525 of discharging valve device 534. Fig. 39 shows a plan view illustrating striking section 541A side of valve 525 of discharging valve device 534. Fig. 40 shows a plan view illustrating stopper 537 of discharging valve device 534.

**[0182]** Valve plate 119 includes port 528, and forms discharging valve device 534 together with valve 525 and stopper 537. Port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525 are contact sections which are brought into contact with each other by driving compressor section 107. Recesses 123A are formed almost uniformly on the mutual sealing faces of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525. Recesses 123B are formed almost uniformly on arm section 525B of valve 525. Recesses 123A are formed almost uniformly on striking section 541A of valve 525 and striking section 541B of stopper 537. Both of striking sections 541A and 541B are the contact sections which are brought into contact with each other by driving compressor 107. Preferable status of recesses 123A, 123B are similar to what is discussed previously, and a method of forming them is also similar to the previous one.

**[0183]** An operation of the compressor discussed above is demonstrated here. Commercial power is supplied to motor section 106 as a driver, thereby spinning rotor 105 of motor section 106. Rotor 105 rotates crankshaft 108, and eccentric movement of eccentric section 110 drives piston 115 via connecting rod 118 of the coupling section and piston-pin 117. Piston 115 thus reciprocates in bore 113. Refrigerant gas 102 guided through suction tube 121 into container 101 is sucked from suction muffler 122 via suction valve device 527 and compressed continuously in compressing room 116. Compressed refrigerant gas 102 travels through discharging valve device 534 and head 120 and is discharged from a discharging pipe (not shown) to heat exchanger 70 that is a high pressure side of the refrigerating cycle.

**[0184]** Refrigerant gas 102 compressed continuously in compressing room 116 includes a little amount of oil 103 in misting state. Refrigerant gas 102 thus supplies oil 103 to the mutual sealing faces of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, and to the mutual sealing faces of striking section 541A of valve 525 and striking section 541B of stopper 537. Oil 103 supplied there works as sealing and lubricating the mutual sealing faces and as lubricating striking sections 541A, 541B.

**[0185]** When recesses 123A are formed, the surface structures of port 528, valve 525, striking sections 541A, 541B are undergone martensitic process, so that the surface strength thereof are increased. Thus the abrasion resistance and impact resistance are increased. The formation of recesses 123A reduces the area between the contact sections, so that metal contacts are reduced.

**[0186]** Piston 115 reciprocates in bore 113 to suck and compress refrigerant gas 102. At that time, parts of gas 102 discharged from discharging valve device 534 to head 120 leak from the mutual sealing face of discharging valve device 534 to compressing room 116. Refrigerant gas 102 leaking expands again, thereby lowering the volumetric efficiency. However, in this embodiment, oil 103 remains in recesses 123A formed almost uniformly on the mutual sealing faces of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525 that form discharging valve device 534. Oil 103 resists against refrigerant gas 102 discharged to head 120 and leaking to compressing room 116. The spherical shape of recess 123A increases the volume comparing with a polygonal pyramid having the same area projected to the surface, so that an amount of oil 103 remaining increases. As a result, an amount of leakage of refrigerant gas 102 decreases, and the volumetric efficiency of the compressor increases. Oil 103 remaining in recesses 123A contributes to increasing the lubrication on the mutual sealing faces of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, so that the abrasion resistance of discharging valve device 534 increases.

**[0187]** Oil 103 remaining in recesses 123A contributes to increasing the lubrication on the mutual sealing faces of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, so that the abrasion resistance of discharging valve device 534 increases.

**[0188]** Oil 103 remaining in recesses 123A damps an impact when sealing section 525A of valve 525 is seated on port 528, so that it can lower the noises of the compressor caused by the impact due to the seating in valve device 534. When recesses 123B are formed on arm 525B, residual stress of compression is applied to make
the surface martensitic, so that the surface hardness increases and the impact resistance also increases. As a result, the strength against fatigue fracture increases.

**[0189]** Oil 103 also remains in recesses 123A formed almost uniformly on striking section 541A of valve 525 and striking section 541B of stopper 537. Oil 103 remaining there increase the lubrication at striking sections 541A, 541B, so that the abrasion resistance of discharging valve device 534 increases.

**[0190]** Oil 103 remaining in recesses 123A works as a damper against an impact when valve 525 opens and crashes to stopper 537. This damper lowers the noises of the compressor due to the open-impact in discharging valve device 534. The martensitic surface increases its own hardness and the impact resistance.

**[0191]** Recesses 123A are provided to all of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, striking sections 541A and 541B; however, recesses 123A can be provided to either one of the combination. Recesses 123B are provided to both faces of arm 525B of valve 525; however, they can be provided to either one face.

**[0192]** Next, a discharging valve device having backup lead 535 is demonstrated. Fig. 41 shows a vertical sectional view of another discharging valve device 534A in accordance with the embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 42 shows a plan view illustrating striking section 541C side of backup lead 535 of discharging valve device 534A against discharging movable valve (valve) 525. Fig. 43 shows a plan view illustrating striking section 541D side of back-up lead 535 of discharging valve device 534A against stopper 537.

**[0193]** Discharging valve device 534A shown in Fig. 41 has backup lead 535 between valve 525 and stopper 537. Striking section 541A of valve 525 and striking section 541C of backup lead 535, striking section 541D of backup lead 535 and striking section 541B of stopper 537 are contact sections which are brought into contact with each other by driving compressor section 107. Recesses 123A are formed almost uniformly on striking sections 541C and 541D of backup lead 535. The preferable state of recesses 123A is discussed previously, and the method of forming recesses 123A is the same as the one discussed previously. The structures other than what is discussed above remain unchanged from discharging valve device 534 shown in Fig. 36.

**[0194]** An operation of the foregoing compressor is demonstrated hereinafter. Commercial power is supplied to motor section 106, thereby spinning rotor 105 of motor section 106. Rotor 105 rotates crankshaft 108, and eccentric movement of eccentric section 110 drives piston 115 via connecting rod 118 of the coupling section and piston-pin 117. Piston 115 thus reciprocates in bore 113. Refrigerant gas 102 guided through suction tube 121 into container 101 is sucked from suction muffler 122 via suction valve device 527 and is compressed continuously in compressing room 116. Compressed refrigerant gas 102 travels through discharging valve device 534A and head 120 and is discharged from a discharging pipe (not shown) to heat exchanger 70 that is at a high pressure side of the refrigerating cycle.

**[0195]** Refrigerant gas 102 compressed continuously in compressing room 116 includes a little amount of oil 103 in misting state. Compressed gas 102 thus supplies oil 103 to striking section 541A of valve 525 that forms discharging valve device 534A, to striking section 541C of backup lead 535, to striking section 541D of backup lead 535, and to striking section 541B of stopper 537 for lubricating those striking sections.

**[0196]** When recesses 123A are formed, respective surface structures of striking section 541A of valve 525, striking section 541C of backup lead 535, striking section 541D of backup lead 535, and striking section 541B of stopper 537 become martensitic, so that the surface strength increases. Thus the abrasion resistance and impact resistance of them increase. The formation of recesses 123A reduces the area between the contact sections, so that metal contacts is reduced.

**[0197]** The spherical shape of recess 123A increases the volume comparing with a polygonal pyramid having the same area projected to the surface, so that an amount of oil 103 remaining increases. Oil 103 remaining in recesses 123A contributes to increment of the lubrication on valve 525 and striking sections 541A, 541C of backup lead 535, and on backup lead 535 and striking sections 541D, 541B of stopper 537. As a result, the abrasion resistance of discharging valve device 534 improves. Oil 103 remaining in recesses 123A works as a damper when valve 525 crashes to backup lead 535, or backup lead 535 crashes to stopper 537, so that the noises of the compressor due to the open-impact in discharging valve device 534A are reduced. Further, the martensitic surface increases its hardness, and the impact resistance of respective contact sections increases.

**[0198]** Recesses 123A are provided to all of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, striking sections 541A and 541C, striking sections 541D and 541B; however, recesses 123A can be provided to either element of the combination.

**[0199]** The present embodiment proves that the abrasion resistance, impact resistance, and the strength against fatigue fracture increase in the suction valve device and the discharging valve device. The embodiment also proves that the compressing efficiency of the compressor increases, and the noises of the compressor are lowered.

**Exemplary Embodiment 6**

**[0200]** The compressor in accordance with this exemplary embodiment has basically a similar structure to that shown in Fig. 1 described in the fifth embodiment. This compressor of this embodiment differs from that of the fifth embodiment in suction valve device 527 provided to valve plate 119 and respective contact sections in discharging valve device 534.
First, the suction valve device is described. Fig. 44 shows a plan view illustrating suction valve port (port) 517 of another suction valve device 527 shown in Fig. 33. Fig. 45 shows a plan view illustrating suction movable valve (valve) 519 of suction valve device 527. In the fifth embodiment previously discussed, port 517 and sealing section 519A of valve 519, both are contact sections, have fine recesses 123A. However, in this embodiment, mixed layer 323, to which molybdenum disulfide (MoS₂) is bound, is formed. The structures other than this remain unchanged from the suction valve device in accordance with the fifth embodiment.

The method of forming mixed layer 323 on port 517 and valve 519 is similar to that demonstrated in the third embodiment. The method of crashing the fine particles of MoS₂ to the surface, in particular, produces heat energy at the crashing, and the heat energy melts parts of MoS₂ into the base material for producing metallic bond, thereby forming mixed layer 323. At the same time, the impact in crashing forms fine recesses in a similar way to what is done in the third embodiment. At that time, the structure of the surface layer becomes martensitic, so that port 517 and valve 519 increase their surface strength. In the case of using a leaf spring, of which surface structure is martensitic, as a material of valve 519, the fine recesses can be formed in a similar way.

As discussed above, port 517 and sealing section 519A of valve 519, those are elements of suction valve device 527, have mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound. The self-lubricating function of MoS₂ lowers the friction coefficient of mutual sealing faces of port 517 and sealing section 519A, thereby increasing the abrasion resistance. A purity of MoS₂ is set at not lower than 98%, so that amounts of impurity materials having high friction coefficients are suppressed as much as possible. As a result, the more effective advantage is obtainable. Formation of the fine recesses almost uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323 allows oil 103 to remain in the recesses, and a similar advantage to that obtained in the fifth embodiment is obtainable. In this case, a preferable state of the fine recesses is similar to that discussed in the fifth embodiment.

This embodiment, as discussed above, proves that the formation of mixed layer 323 on port 517 and sealing section 519A of valve 519 increases the abrasion resistance of suction valve device 527 of the compressor. Further, the formation of fine recesses uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323 increases the impact resistance of suction valve device 527, and improves the performance as well as the efficiency of the compressor. Noises due to suction valve device 527 can be lowered.

In this embodiment, mixed layer 323 is provided to both of port 517 and sealing section 519A of valve 519; however, it can be provided to either one. Similar to the fifth embodiment, the fine recesses can be provided to at least one of the faces of arm 519B of valve 519.

Next, a discharging valve device is described. Fig. 46 shows a plan view illustrating discharging valve port (port) 528 of another discharging valve device 534 shown in Fig. 36. Fig. 47 shows a plan view illustrating the mutual sealing face side of discharging movable valve (valve) 525 of discharging valve device 534. Fig. 48 shows a plan view illustrating the striking section 541A side of valve 525 of discharging valve device 534. Fig. 49 shows a plan view illustrating stopper 537 of discharging valve device 534.

In the fifth embodiment, fine recesses 123A are provided to the contact sections, namely, port 528, sealing section 525A of valve 525, and striking sections 541A, 541B. In the present embodiment, on the other hand, mixed layer 323 to which MoS₂ is bound is formed. The structures other than this remain unchanged from the discharging valve device in accordance with the fifth embodiment.

This embodiment, as discussed above, proves that the formation of mixed layer 323 on port 528 and valve 525, and striking sections 541A, 541B is similar to that demonstrated in the third embodiment. The method of crashing the fine particles of MoS₂ to the surface, in particular, produces heat energy at the crashing, and the heat energy melts parts of MoS₂ into the base material for producing metallic bond, thereby forming mixed layer 323. At the same time, the impact at the crash forms fine recesses in a similar way to what is done in the third embodiment. In this case, the structure of the surface layer becomes martensitic, so that port 528 and valve 525, and striking sections 541A, 541B increase their surface strength. In the case of using a leaf spring, of which surface structure is martensitic, as a material of valve 525, the fine recesses can be formed in a similar way.

As discussed above, port 528, sealing section 525A of valve 525, and striking sections 541A, 541B, those are elements of discharging suction valve device 534, are equipped with mixed layer 323, to which MoS₂ is bound. The self-lubricating function of MoS₂ lowers the friction coefficient of mutual sealing faces of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, and striking sections 541A, 541B, thereby increasing the abrasion resistance. The purity of MoS₂ is set at not lower than 98%, so that amounts of impurity materials having high friction coefficients are suppressed as much as possible. As a result, the more effective advantage is obtainable. Formation of the fine recesses almost uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323 allows obtaining a similar advantage to that obtained in the fifth embodiment is obtainable. In this case, a preferable state of the fine recesses is similar to that discussed in the fifth embodiment.

This embodiment, as discussed above, proves that the formation of mixed layer 323 on port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, and striking sections 341A, 541B increases the abrasion resistance of discharging valve device 534. Further, the formation of fine
recesses uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323 increases the impact resistance of discharging valve device 534, and improves the performance as well as the efficiency of the compressor. Noises due to discharging valve device 534 can be lowered.

[0211] Mixed layer 323 is provided to all of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, and striking sections 541A and 541B; however, it can be provided to either one element of respective combinations. Similar to the fifth embodiment, the fine recesses can be provided to at least one of the faces of arm 525B of valve 525.

[0212] Next, a discharging valve device having backup lead 535 is described here. Fig. 50 shows a plan view illustrating the striking section 541C side of backup lead 535 against discharging movable valve (valve) 525 of another discharging valve device 534A shown in Fig. 41. Fig. 51 shows a plan view illustrating the striking section 541D side of backup lead 535 against stopper 537 of discharging valve device 534A.

[0213] In the fifth embodiment, fine recesses 123A are provided to contact sections of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, and striking sections 541A and 541C, striking sections 541D and 541B. In the present embodiment, on the other hand, mixed layer 323 to which MoS2 is bound is formed. The structures other than this remain unchanged from the discharging valve device in accordance with the fifth embodiment.

[0214] The method of forming mixed layer 323 on port 528 and valve 525, striking sections 541A and 541C, and striking sections 541D and 541B, is similar to that demonstrated in the third embodiment. The method of crashing the fine particles of MoS2 to the surface, in particular, produces heat energy at the crashing, and the heat energy melts parts of MoS2 into the base material for producing metallic bond, thereby forming mixed layer 323. At the same time, the impact in crashing forms fine recesses in a similar way to what is done in the third embodiment. In this case, the structure of the surface layer becomes martensitic, so that port 528 and valve 525, striking sections 541A and 541C, striking sections 541D and 541B increase their surface strength. In the case of using a leaf spring, of which surface structure is martensitic, as a material of valve 525, the fine recesses can be formed in a similar way.

[0215] As discussed above, port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, striking sections 541A and 541C, striking sections 541D and 541B, those are elements of discharging valve device 534A, are provided with mixed layer 323, to which MoS2 is bound. The self-lubricating function of MoS2 lowers the friction coefficient of mutual sealing faces between port 528 and sealing section 525A, the friction coefficients of striking sections 541A and 541C, 541D and 541B, thereby increasing the abrasion resistance. The purity of MoS2 is set at not lower than 98%, and amounts of impurity materials having high motion coefficients are suppressed as much as possible, that the more effective advantage is obtainable. Formation of fine recesses almost uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323 allows obtaining a similar advantage to that obtained in the fifth embodiment is obtainable. In this case, a preferable state of the fine recesses is similar to that discussed in the fifth embodiment.

[0216] This embodiment, as discussed above, proves that the formation of mixed layer 323 on port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, striking sections 541A and 541C, and striking sections 541D and 541B increases the abrasion resistance of discharging valve device 534A. Further, the formation of fine recesses uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323 increases the impact resistance of discharging valve device 534A, and improves the performance as well as the efficiency of the compressor. Noises due to discharging valve device 534A can be lowered.

[0217] Mixed layer 323 is provided to all of port 528 and sealing section 525A of valve 525, striking sections 541A and 541C, striking sections 541D and 541B; however, it can be provided to either one element of respective combinations.

[0218] This embodiment proves that the abrasion resistance, impact resistance, and the strength against fatigue fracture increase in the suction valve device, discharging valve device. The embodiment also proves that the compressing efficiency of the compressor increases, and the noises of the compressor is lowered.

[0219] In the fifth and sixth embodiments, a reciprocating compressor having interior oil 103 is described; however, a similar advantage is obtainable with other compressors such as a rotary compressor, scroll compressor, linear compressor. In the case of compressors, which use no oil, such as a linear compressor, an advantage involving no oil is obtainable. For instance, the abrasion resistance, impact resistance, and fatigue-fracture resistance increase because of the improvement in hardness and strength against fatigue fracture.

Exemplary Embodiment 7

[0220] Fig. 52 shows a sectional view of a refrigerant compressor in accordance with a seventh exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 53 shows a refrigerating cycle of the refrigerator including the compressor shown in Fig. 52. Fig. 54 shows an enlarged view of a contact section between a discharging path and a coil spring of the compressor shown in Fig. 52.

[0221] Closed container (container) 101 pools oil 103, accommodates motor section 106 having stator 104 and rotor 105 as well as reciprocating compressor section 107 driven by motor section 106. Discharging path 717 is provided for guiding the compressed refrigerant gas from compressing room 107 to the outside of container 101. Discharging path 717 made from steel pipe is closely surrounded with cohesive coil spring (spring) 718 for preventing abnormal vibration due to resonance. Spring 718 works as a resonance preventive section which can be also made from elastic material such as...
Crankshaft 108 has main shaft 109, to which rotor 105 is press-fitted, and eccentric section 110 eccentric with respect to main shaft 109, and has lubricating pump 111. Cylinder block 112 includes compressing room 116 having typically cylindrical bore 113. Piston 115 reciprocating in bore 113 is coupled to eccentric section 110 via a coupling section, i.e. connecting rod 719. An end face of bore 113 is sealed by valve plate 119.

Head 120 forms a high-pressure room, and discharging path 717 is coupled to heat exchanger 70, i.e. a high pressure side of the refrigerating cycle, via container 101. Discharging path 717 guides the compressed refrigerant gas from head 120 to the outside of container 101.

On the surface of discharging path 717, fine recesses (hereinafter referred to simply as recesses) 123 are formed almost uniformly. Recesses 123 are preferably spherical and have a diameter of 2 - 20µm, a depth of 0.2 - 1.0µm. Further, the recesses on contact face 717A are made almost uniformly on contact face 717A between spring 718 and discharging path 717 preferably accounts for 40 - 80% of the surface area of face 717A.

The method of forming recesses 123 is similar to the method discussed in the first embodiment. The refrigerant gas is hydrocarbon refrigerant including no chlorine, and oil 103 is mutually soluble with this refrigerant.

An operation of the foregoing compressor is demonstrated hereinafter. Rotation of crankshaft 108 accompanies the linear motion of piston 115, thereby changing a volume of compressing room 116. The refrigerant gas (not shown) is thus compressed, and guided to the outside of container 101 via discharging path 717, then the gas arrives at heat exchanger 70, where the gas dissipates its heat to the outside, and returns to heat exchanger 60 via expansion valve 80. The refrigerating machine is thus structured.

The rotation of crankshaft 108 prompts lubricating pump 111 to supply oil 103 to respective sliding sections for lubrication, and then oil 103 is discharged from a tip of eccentric section 110 into container 101. Oil 103 is also discharged in the first embodiment.

Compressor unit 707 always generates microvibration while compressor section 107 operates, and at the start or stop of the operation, compressor unit 707 largely wobbles due to inertia force, then discharging path 717 wobbles in every direction, so that spring 718 contacts the steel pipe of discharging path 717 intermittently. As such, they are contact sections scraping against each other caused by driving compressor section 107.

However, in this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 54, recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on contact face 717A of discharging path 717. The formation of recesses 123 reduces the area between the contact sections, so that metal contacts can be reduced. At the formation of recesses 123, the surface structure of discharging path 717 and spring 718 becomes martensitic, and thus the surface strength increases, so that the abrasion resistance and impact resistance of those surfaces increase. Oil 103 retained in recesses 123 is drawn into the space between discharging path 717 and spring 718 when this space becomes smaller due to the relative motion between the viscosity of oil 103 and the contact sections. Pressure which bears the load occurs in oil 103, thereby forming wedge-shaped oil film, which prevents the metal contacts from happening on contact face 717A, so that abnormal noises can be effectively suppressed.

Spherical recesses 123 will produce a flow of oil 103, as shown in Fig. 3 discussed in the first embodiment, thereby generating oil pressure, which prevents the metal contacts and thus the abnormal noises from happening.

The size of each one of recesses 123 is set as a diameter of 20 - 50µm, depth of 1 - 10µm, so that the volume of each recess 123 is determined small. The volumetric change at the supply of oil 103 including the refrigerant to recesses 123 becomes thus small. As a result, little decrease in the pressure at the space between the contact sections is expected. Foaming phenomenon of the refrigerant dissolving in oil 103 can be observed thus only a little, so that breakage of the oil film due to the foaming of refrigerant happens little, and the function of preventing the metal contacts is kept at a high level. As a result, the abrasion resistance increases, and the function of preventing the abnormal noises is boosted.

If the recesses accounts for 40 - 80% of the surface area of sliding face 717A, the spherical shape of recess 123 can be maintained. As a result, a slant surface due to recess 123 is provided uniformly between path 717 and spring 718, and a flat area is provided uniformly in parallel with sliding face 717A. In other words, an effect similar to that of a taper-land bearing is obtainable. This structure boosts the dynamic pressure produced in sliding, so that the metal contacts can be further prevented.

When recesses 123 are formed on the surface of the steel pipe, i.e. an element of discharging path 717, steel balls or ceramic balls are crashed to the surface at a speed higher than a given one. The surface structure of pipe 717 thus becomes martensitic, so that the surface hardness increases, and the abrasion resistance increases.

Hydrocarbon refrigerant is used as the refrigerant gas which is highly mutually soluble with oil 103; however the refrigerant dissolving in oil 103 produces foams little as discussed previously. The oil film is thus scarcely broken by the foams, so that the abrasion resistance increases and the abnormal noises can be prevented in addition to suppressing ozonosphere and global warming. Those advantages contribute to the reduction of the number of components and the manufacturing cost of the compressor.
Exemplary Embodiment 8

[0236] Figs. 55A and 55B show enlarged views of a contact section between a discharging path and a coil spring of the compressor in accordance with an eighth exemplary embodiment of the present invention. This compressor has a similar structure to that described in the seventh embodiment using Fig. 52. This compressor has mixed layer 323 including molybdenum disulfide (MoS₂) on the surface of a steel pipe which forms discharging pipe 717 as shown in Fig. 55A, while the steel pipe of path 717 in the seventh embodiment has fine recesses 123 formed almost uniformly on its surface. The structures other than this remain unchanged from the compressor of the seventh embodiment.

[0237] As shown in Fig. 55B, recesses 123 are preferably formed almost uniformly on mixed layer 323, and each one of recesses 123 is preferably shaped spherically, and has a diameter of 2 - 20µm and a depth of 0.2 - 1.0µm. The recesses preferably accounts for 40 - 80% of the surface area of the contact face 717A between spring 718 and discharging path 717.

[0238] The methods of forming mixed layer 323 and recesses 123 are similar to those discussed in the third embodiment.

[0239] The refrigerant gas is made of hydrocarbon refrigerant, which includes no chlorine and is mutually soluble with oil 103.

[0240] Compressor unit 707 always generates micro-vibration while compressor section 107 operates, and at the start or stop of the operation, compressor unit 707 largely wobbles due to inertia force, then discharging path 717 wobbles in every direction, so that spring 718 contacts the steel pipe of discharging path 717 intermittently. As such, they are contact sections scraping against each other caused by driving compressor section 107.

[0241] However, in this embodiment, mixed layer 323 including MoS₂ is formed on contact surface 717A of discharging path 717. Because the structure of MoS₂ forms dense hexagonal system, when solid contacts happen, the MoS₂ cleaves at a low friction coefficient, thereby exerting its self-lubricating function. The friction coefficient at the contact sections is thus lowered, and abnormal noises due to metal contacts are effectively suppressed.

[0242] The purity of MoS₂ is preferably set at not lower than 98%, so that the amounts of impurities having high friction coefficients decrease to little amounts, thereby lowering the friction coefficient and suppressing effectively the abnormal noises caused by metal contacts.

[0243] The purity of MoS₂ is preferably set at not lower than 98%, so that amounts of impurity materials having high friction coefficients are suppressed as much as possible, thereby further lowering the friction coefficient and suppressing the abnormal noises caused by metal contacts.

[0244] As shown in Fig. 55B, the formation of recesses 123 almost uniformly on contact face 725 of mixed layer 323 produces a similar advantage to that discussed in the seventh embodiment.

[0245] The preferable state of recesses 123 is similar to that discussed in the seventh embodiment. Balls of MoS₂ are crashed to the surface of discharging path 717 made of steel pipe at a speed higher than a given one for producing recesses 123, so that the surface structure of discharging path 717 becomes martensitic, and the surface hardness increases as well as the abrasion resistance increases.

[0246] Hydrocarbon refrigerant is used as the refrigerant-gas which is highly mutually soluble with oil 103; however the refrigerant dissolving in oil 103 produces foams little as discussed above. The oil film is thus scarcely broken by the foams, so that the abrasion resistance increases and the abnormal noises can be prevented in addition to suppressing ozonosphere and global warming. Those advantages contribute to the reduction of the number of components and the manufacturing cost of the compressor.

[0247] In the seventh and eighth embodiments, the compressor is demonstrated as a reciprocating compressor. A rotary compressor or a linear compressor, which has a path for guiding the refrigerant gas from the compressing mechanism to the outside of the container, can obtain a similar advantage to what is discussed above.

Exemplary Embodiment 9

[0248] A compressor in accordance with the present exemplary embodiment has a similar structure to that demonstrated in the seventh embodiment using Fig. 52. This compressor differs from that one demonstrated in the seventh embodiment in the structure of supporting section 923 which resiliently supports compressor section 107 via stator 104 in closed container (hereinafter referred to simply as "container") 101. Fig. 56 shows a sectional view of the refrigerant compressor in accordance with this exemplary embodiment. Fig. 57A shows an enlarged view illustrating a contact section between compression coil spring 908 and holder 922 in supporting section 923.

[0249] Stator fastening bolt 919 for fastening stator 104 of motor section 106 has holder 920 integrally formed therewith at its head. Container 101 has holder 922 fixed to its bottom of the inner wall. Compression coil spring (hereinafter referred to simply as "spring") 908 has its upper end and lower end inserted into holders 920 and 922 respectively. Supporting section 923 is formed of spring 908, holders 920 and 922.

[0250] Spring 908, holders 920, 922 are made from iron-based metal material. Fine recesses (hereinafter referred to simply as "recesses") 123 are formed almost uniformly on at least one of the mutual contact faces between spring 908 and holder 920, between spring 908 and holder 922. Fig. 57A shows an example of fine re-
cesses 123 formed on contact face 924 of holder 922.

[0251] Recesses 123 are preferably spherical and have a diameter of 2 - 20 µm, a depth of 0.2 - 1.0 µm. Further, the recesses preferably accounts for 40 - 80% of the mutual sealing surface area.

[0252] The method of forming recesses 123 on spring 908, holder 920, 922 is similar to the method discussed in the first embodiment.

[0253] The refrigerant gas is made of hydrocarbon refrigerant free from chlorine and is mutually soluble with oil 103.

[0254] An operation of the compressor structured above is demonstrated hereinafter. Rotation of crankshaft 108 accompanies the linear motion of piston 115, thereby changing a volume of compressing room 116. The refrigerant gas (not shown) is thus compressed, and guided to the outside of container 101 via discharging path 717. The rotation of crankshaft 108 prompts lubricating pump 111 to supply oil 103 to respective sliding sections for lubrication, and then oil 103 is discharged from a tip of eccentric section 110 into container 101.

[0255] Compressor unit 707 always generates micro-vibration while compressor section 107 operates, and at the start or stop of the operation, compressor unit 707 largely wobbles due to inertia force, then spring 908 wobbles in every direction, so that spring 908 contacts holders 920, 922 intermittently. As such they are contact sections scraping against each other caused by driving compressor section 107.

[0256] However as shown in Fig. 57A, recesses 123 are formed almost uniformly on contact face 924 of holder 922. The formation of recesses 123 reduces the area between the contact sections, so that metal contacts are reduced. At the formation of recesses 123, the surface structure of holder 922 becomes martensitic, and thus the surface strength increases, so that the abrasion resistance and impact resistance of holder 922 increase. In order to work these advantages more explicitly, recesses 123 are preferably formed on every contact faces of spring 908, holders 920, 922.

[0257] The formation of recesses 123 on the mutual contact faces such as contact face 924 allows recesses 123 to retain oil 103. Oil 103 is drawn into the spaces between spring 908 and holder 920, between spring 908 and holder 922 when those spaces become smaller, because of the relative motion between the viscosity of oil 103 and the contact sections. Pressure which bears the load thus occurs in oil 103, thereby forming wedge-shaped oil film, which prevents the metal contacts from happening on the mutual contact faces, so that abnormal noises are effectively suppressed.

[0258] The spherical shape of recess 123 allows the flow of oil, which generates oil film at the sliding, to produce a vertex flow in recess 123 with ease. This phenomenon is similar to what is discussed in the first embodiment using Fig. 3. Thus an oil pressure is generated, which prevents the metal contact as well as abnormal sound.

[0259] The preferable state of recesses 123 is similar to that described in other embodiments, so that it is omitted here. The preferable state includes a size of each one of recesses 123 and a percentage of the recessed area occupying the surface area of the contact sections.

[0260] Hydrocarbon refrigerant is used as the refrigerant gas which is highly mutually soluble with oil 103; however the refrigerant dissolving in oil 103 produces foams little as discussed previously. The oil film is thus scarcely broken by the foams. The hydrocarbon refrigerant free from chlorine is used, so that even in the open air, both of the ozonosphere and global warming are suppressed in addition to the advantages such as the increase in abrasion resistance and the prevention of abnormal sound. Those advantages contribute to the reduction of the number of components and the manufacturing cost of the compressor.

[0261] As shown in Fig. 57B, mixed layer 323 to which MoS2 is bound can be formed on the mutual contact faces, such as contact face 924. The method of forming MoS2 on the contact faces is similar to that discussed in the third embodiment. This structure allows the MoS2 to cleave at a low friction coefficient and exerts its solid self-lubrication function even if solid contact happens. The friction coefficient of the contact section thus lowers, and abnormal sound due to metal contact is effectively suppressed. The purity of MoS2 is similar to that described in the third embodiment.

[0262] As shown in Fig. 57C, recesses 123 shown in Fig. 57A can be formed almost uniformly on the surface of mixed layer 323. The method of forming mixed layer 323 and recesses 123 simultaneously is similar to that described in the third embodiment. The preferable state of recesses 123 is described previously. This structure allows exerting the advantages demonstrated using Figs. 57A and 57B in a compound manner.

[0263] In this embodiment, holders 920 and 922, and spring 908 disposed therebetween form supporting section 923, namely, the coil-spring suspension method is employed. Other than this method, the leaf-spring method or the torsion-bar method can be used to form supporting section 923. In those cases, the formation of recesses 123 or mixed layer 323 on a section slid by driving compressor section 107 can produce a similar advantage to that discussed previously.

[0264] In this embodiment, a refrigerating machine employing a reciprocating compressor is used; however, any refrigerating machines can obtain a similar advantage as far as they employ an inner suspension method regardless of types or models, such as rotary compressor, scroll compressor, linear compressor, or starling-pump.

Industrial Applicability

[0265] The refrigerant compressor of the present invention includes a compressor section, a driver, a first contact section and a second contact section. The com-
pressor section is accommodated in a closed container for compressing the refrigerant gas. The driver drives the compressor section. The first and second contact sections are brought into contact with each other or they slide with each other by driving the compressor section. On the surface of each one of the contact sections, at least one of plural recesses uniformly placed or a mixed layer, to which molybdenum disulfide (MoS₂) is bound, is formed. Those contact sections refer to the following elements: sliding sections of a piston and a bore, a valve port and a movable valve of a suction valve or a discharging valve, a steel pipe and a coil spring of a discharging path, holders and a spring forming the supporting section for supporting the compressor section and so on. This structure allows increasing the abrasion resistance of the first and second contact sections, so that a reliable and efficient compressor is obtainable. The refrigerating machine employing such a compressor is also reliable and efficient.

Claims

1. A refrigerant compressor comprising:
   a closed container;
   a compressor section, which is accommodated in the closed container, for compressing refrigerant;
   a driver for driving the compressor section; and
   a first contact section and a second contact section to be brought into contact with each other or slid with each other by driving the compressor section,

   wherein at least one of a plurality of recesses uniformly placed and a mixed layer, to which molybdenum disulfide is bound, is formed on a surface of at least one of the first contact section and the second contact section.

2. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the first contact section and the second contact section are sliding components forming the compressor section.

3. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the compressor section has a piston and a bore in which the piston is loosely fitted, wherein the first contact section refers to the piston, and the second contact section refers to the bore.

4. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the compressor section has a crankshaft including a main shaft and an eccentric section, and a bearing for supporting the main shaft, wherein the first contact section refers to the main shaft, and the second contact section refers to the bearing.

5. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the compressor section has:
   a crankshaft including a main shaft and an eccentric section;
   a piston;
   a piston-pin disposed at the piston; and
   a connecting rod for coupling the eccentric section to the piston-pin,

   wherein the first contact section refers to the piston-pin, and the second contact section refers to the connecting rod.

6. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the driver has a rotor,
   wherein the compressor section has a crankshaft including a main shaft and an eccentric section, and a bearing for supporting the main shaft, wherein the refrigerant compressor further comprises a thrust washer disposed between the rotor and the bearing,
   wherein the rotor has a flange face contacting the thrust washer,
   wherein the bearing has a thrust section contacting the thrust washer, and
   wherein the first contact section refers to the thrust washer, and the second contact section refers to at least one of the flange face and the thrust face.

7. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the compressor section has:
   a crankshaft including:
   a main shaft;
   an eccentric section;
   a flange section disposed between the main shaft and the eccentric section, a bearing, for supporting the main shaft, including a thrust section contacting the flange section,

   wherein the first contact section refers to the flange section, and the second contact section refers to the thrust section.

8. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the compressor section has:
   a compressing room;
   a rolling piston for rolling in the compressing room; and
   a vane for being pushed by the rolling piston to partition the compressing room,
rolling piston, and the second contact section refers to the vane.

9. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the compressor section has:

- a shaft including a main shaft, a sub-shaft, and an eccentric section;
- a rolling piston loosely fitted in the eccentric section;
- a main bearing for supporting the main shaft; and
- a sub-bearing for supporting the sub-shaft.

wherein a combination of the first contact section and the second contact section refers to at least one of a combination of the eccentric section and the rolling piston, a combination of the main shaft and the main bearing, and a combination of the sub-shaft and the sub-bearing.

10. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the compressor section has at least one of:

- a suction valve device including a suction valve port and a suction movable valve, wherein the suction movable valve opens during a sucking operation; and
- a discharging valve device including a discharging valve port and a discharging movable valve, wherein the discharging movable valve opens during a discharging operation.

wherein a combination of the first contact section and the second contact section refers to at least one of a combination of the suction valve port and the suction movable valve, and a combination of the discharging valve port and the discharging movable valve.

11. The refrigerant compressor of claim 10, wherein at least one of the suction movable valve and the discharging movable valve is formed of a leaf spring having martensitic surface structure.

12. The refrigerant compressor of claim 10, wherein at least one of the suction movable valve and the discharging movable valve has an arm of which at least one of faces has recesses formed uniformly.

13. The refrigerant compressor of claim 10, wherein the discharging movable valve has a first striking section, wherein the discharging valve device further has a stopper, for regulating a motion of the discharging movable valve, and which stopper has a second striking section which is brought into contact with the first striking section by an opening operation of the discharging movable valve,

wherein the first contact section refers to the first striking section, and the second contact section refers to the second striking section.

14. The refrigerant compressor of claim 13, wherein the discharging valve device further has a backup lead disposed between the stopper and the discharging movable valve, the backup lead having a third striking section and a fourth striking section,

wherein a combination of the first contact section and the second contact section refers to at least one of a combination of the first striking section and the third striking section, and a combination of the second striking section and the fourth striking section.

15. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1 further comprising a discharging path for guiding the compressed refrigerant from the compressor section to outside of the closed container; and a resonance preventive section which covers the discharging path,

wherein the first contact section refers to the discharging path, and the second contact section refers to the resonance preventive section.

16. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1 further comprising a supporting section, for resiliently supporting the compressor section in the closed container, which supporting section has the first contact section and the second contact section.

17. The refrigerant compressor of claim 16, wherein the supporting section has:

- a first holder for holding the compressor section;
- a second holder disposed on an inner wall of the closed container; and
- a spring disposed between the first holder and the second holder.

wherein the first contact section refers to the spring, and the second contact section refers to at least one of the first holder and the second holder.

18. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1 further comprising oil which remaining one of in the recesses and on a surface of the mixed layer.

19. The refrigerant compressor of claim 18, wherein the recesses have spherical surfaces.

20. The refrigerant compressor of claim 18, wherein the recesses have a diameter of at least 2µm and at most 50µm, and a depth of at least 0.5µm and at most 10µm.
21. The refrigerant compressor of claim 18, wherein an area occupied by the recesses accounts for at least 40% and at most 80% of a surface area of at least one of the first contact section and the second contact section on which the recesses are formed.

22. The refrigerant compressor of claim 18, wherein a viscosity of the oil is at least VG5 and less than VG10.

23. The refrigerant compressor of claim 18, wherein the refrigerant is made from hydrocarbon free from chlorine and the oil is mutually soluble with the refrigerant.

24. The refrigerant compressor of claim 18, wherein the refrigerant includes at least one of isobutane and propane, and wherein the oil includes at least one of alkylbenzene, mineral oil, ester, polyvinylether and polyalkyleneglycol.

25. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the first contact section and the second contact section are made of iron-based base material, and a surface structure of at least one of the first contact section and the second contact section is martensitic.

26. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein a purity of the molybdenum disulfide of the mixed layer is at least 98%.

27. The refrigerant compressor of claim 1, wherein the mixed layer is formed on surfaces of the recesses.

28. A refrigerating machine comprising:

   a refrigerant compressor having:

       a closed container;
       a compressor section, which is accommodated in the closed container, for compressing refrigerant;
       a driver for driving the compressor section;
       and
       a first contact section and a second contact section to be brought into contact with each other or slid with each other by driving the compressor section,

       wherein at least one of a plurality of recesses uniformly placed and a mixed layer, to which molybdenum disulfide is bound, is formed on a surface of at least one of the first contact section and the second contact section,

       a first heat exchanger coupled to a high pressure side of the refrigerant compressor;
       a second heat exchanger coupled to a low pressure side of the refrigerant compressor; and

an expansion valve disposed between the first heat exchanger and the second heat exchanger.
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List of Reference Marks in the Drawings.

1  closed container
2  oil
3  stator
4  rotor
5  motor section
6  compressor section
7  compressor unit
8  compression coil spring
9  crankshaft
9A  main shaft
9B  eccentric section
10 lubricating pump
11 cylinder block
12 bore
13 compressing room
14 piston
15 valve plate
16 head
17 discharging path
18 pipe
19 stator fastening bolt
20, 22 holder
21 projection
23 bearing
60, 70 heat exchanger
90 expansion valve
100 refrigerant compressor
101 closed container
102 refrigerant gas
103 oil
104 stator
105 rotor
106 motor section
107 compressor section
108 crankshaft
109 main shaft
110 eccentric section
111 lubricating pump
112 cylinder block
113 bore
114 bearing
115 piston
115A, 125, 127, 130A sliding face
116 compressing room
117 piston-pin
118 connecting rod
119 valve plate
120 head
121 suction tube
122 suction muffler
123, 123A, 123B fine recess
130, 137, 139 thrust section
132, 136 flange face
134 thrust washer
135 thrust bearing
200 refrigerant compressor
205 compressor section
207 eccentric section
208 main shaft
209 sub-shaft
210 shaft
211 compressing room
212 cylinder
213 main bearing
214 sub-bearing
215 piston
216 vane
217 oil pump
218, 219 sliding face
220 discharging path
323 mixed layer
324, 326, 331, 335 sliding face
419 sliding face
517 suction valve port
519 suction movable valve
519B arm
525 discharging movable valve
525A sealing section
525B arm
527 suction valve device
528 discharging valve port
534, 534A discharging valve device
535 backup lead
537 stopper
541A, 541B, 541C, 541D striking section
707 compressor unit
717 discharging path
717A, 725 contact face
718 coil spring
719 connecting rod
908 compression coil spring
919 stator fastening bolt
920, 922 holder
923 supporting section
924 contact face
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